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LET KNOX COUNTY FINANCES BE
EXAMINED

Two Massachusetts Persons Killed At Oyster River When Job H. Montgomery Still Active After 54 Years of Law
Their Car Is In Collision With Locomotive.
Practice—-A New Chapter In Hart-Meservey Murder
Case Is Made Public.

Labor Day festivities in this
section were marred by a tragedy
at the < 'yster River railroad
.«. .«. .». .«. ‘jg crossing in Warren which blotted
<£ ••• ••• ••• •••
•••
As every thread of gold Is valuable, ••• out two lives. The victims were
*• so Is every minute of time. Mason.
•••
••• Charles Ber’.ow of Dorchester,

Da not accept as truth the statements in public circulation that
the great increase in your county tax is due to rebuilding bridges.
Extravagance and unwise management are the reasons tor
high taxes.
The bridge debt is still hanging over your heads, unpaid.
The money raised by your increased tax has been expended for
other purposes. I hereinafter call your attention to some of them.

••• ••• ••• •••

YOUR COUNTY TAX MONEY DID NOT GO
INTO THE CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES
THE BRIDGES WERE REBUILT WITH BOR
ROWED MONEY—THE DEBT IS NOW OUT
STANDING AND UNPAID

••• •••

•••

•«. ••• ••• •••
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Notice

According to the last official County Report there were SixtyOne Thousand Dollars in BRIDGE BONDS and a temporary loan
of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS OUTSTANDING. Last year only
$3,500 of these bonds were retired, for which money was raised by
taxation. Except as to the item of interest which is comparatively
small, and the above bond retirement, the large increase in your
county debt has no more relation to your high county tax, than the
relation of a horse chestnut to a chestnut horse. Such being the
fact, it is self evident that your tax money was expended for other
purposes. Under the Bridge Law, the County bears only 30% of
the cost of construction. The other 70% is borne by the State and
the town. In view of these facts WHO HAS THE TEMERITY TO
CLAIM IHA1 “BRIDGES” ARE RESPONSIBLE hOR YOUR
119% increase in tax since 1920? If there is any person in Appleton or any other town in this county who desires to debate this
matter with me, the field is wide open, and arrangements will be
made before election for such debate. Some of the unnecessary
things which have added their burden to the tax payers are as
follows:

NEARLY 24% RAISE IN COUNTY SALARIES
PAYING DEPUTY SHERIFFS AS HIGH AS $23
PER DAY FOR THEIR SERVICES, AND THE
USE OF THEIR AUTOMOBILES.
IF SUCH
WORK IS NECESSARY, IT IS HIGH TIME THE
COUNTY BOUGHT ONE OR MORE SECOND
HAND CARS.
ANOTHER BIG LEAK IS
$25,354.00 EXPENDED FOR COPYING AN
CIENT RECORDS bE lWEEN 1760 AND 1860.
A NEEDLESS AND PRACTICALLY WORTH
LESS UNDERTAKING. IT WAS BOTH A COS I 
LY AND UNNECESSARY ANTIQUE.

I am the Republican candidate for

Representative

to

the

Legislature

from the towns of Thomaston, South

Thomaston, Owl’s Head, Cushing and

Thsre are many other matters involving less amount which I
would discuss were it not for the fact that notwithstanding this is a
county-wide issue, we are compelled to pay fifty cents per inch for
advertising space in this paper.

Friendship.

If elected all laws which

seem to me calculated to benefit the

State, and especially these which aim

SUFFICE IT TO SAY THAT A 119% INCREASE
IN YOUR COUNTY TAX, AND A 444% IN
CREASE IN YOUR COUNTY DEBT IS THE REC
ORD OF THOSE WHO HAVE HAD CHARGE
OF OUR COUNTY AFFAIRS DURING THE
LAST SEVEN YEARS.

to foster and develop the fishing in

dustry along our coast and rivers,

will have my earnest support.

I shall make a special effort to se

If you indorse that kind of business management, you must
expect high taxes. In the management of every business, efficiency
comes first. DO NOT LET A ME'IE PARTY LABEL OBSCURE
IT.
If you will investigate your county management before choos
ing your county officials, I will feel well rewarded for calling your
attention to this matter of vital interest to our citizens.

cure a large appropriation for the
back road in Cushing.

E.S.VOSE

Respectfully submitted,

105-107

ELISHA W. PIKE.

Mass., atnl his sister-in-law, Mrs
C. E. Werner of Roxbury, Mass.

Tuesday
Issue

Breaking the silence of a half ccn- : sailor by occupation, 49 years old.
tury—a silence which was main- and well known to the murdered wotained in the face of bitter adverse nian. lie lived with his wife, Eleanor
criticism—a silence which he had not Al. Hart, to whom he had been marthought to violate while life still ried about two years in their home
existed—Hon. Job H. Montgomery, the second house west from the home
president of the Knox Bar Associa-, of Sarah >H. Meservey about 900 feet
tion today sanctions publication of a away on the outskirts of the village
chapter in the famous Hart-Meser- ! of Tenant’s Harbor.
|
———----------------- —---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1

HEARST FOR HOOVER
New York Publisher Makes
His Antipathy To Tam
many Plain.
William Randolph Hearst, news
paper publisher, in a cable from
Paris Friday declared for Herbert
Hoover of his home State of Califor
nja
President. Mr. Hearst’s pronouncement was in reply to a cabled
query from the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle:
“Whom will you support for Presi(^enl and what issues will determine
election?”
In 800 words Mr. Hearst stated his
opposition to the prohibition stand
of Gov. Smith whom he described as
a Tammany candidate.
“Apparently the Democratic party
is endeavoring to make its opposi
tion to prohibition the dominant
issue of the campaign,” Mr. Hearst
asserted, adding that in his opinion
i it was a "false issue.”
I If the people do want a change in
I prohibition, Mr. Hearst said, he
thought it would be a step toward
| “genuine temperance” that means
I they will not want It modified by
Tammany Hall which, as everybody
I knows, has always been hand in
glove with the liquor interests and
■ has always in the past supported the
saloon and been supported by the
saloon” Mr. Hearst cabled.
The real issue, Mr. Hearst declared,
Is the “people’s wealth and welfare,
| their material and spiritual benefits”
which he believes the Republican
party is best equipped to guarantee.
As for Tammany Mr. Hearst
asserted, "the history of Tammany
i under Tweed and Croker and Murphy
j and in fact the Tammany scandals in
I New York today established the fact
1 beyond contradiction that the people
' of the United States do not want
1 Tammany in control of the Nation.
It is bad enough to have Tammany
in control of New York. It would be
a calamity to have it in control of the
United States.”
Mr. Hearst referred to Mr. Nicho
las Murray Butler as “one erstwhile”
Presidential candidate who has
aligned himself with Tammany Hall
and the liquor interests because he
does not like Mr. Hoover’s attitude
on the liquor question.”

Motoring westward in a Buick
roadster, they reached the rail
road crossing at the identical moBient that Train No. 55, hound
for Rockland, reached there. Ac
cording to a Rockland man who
Was passed by the car the Buick
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Was traveling at a high rate of
s-peed.
The roadster appears to have
Struck the locomotive diagonally
and with such terrific force thai
it smashed the pilot, or what the
average person knows as tin !
’‘cowcatcher.”
he motor car was dragged 77
feet, and immediately burst into
flames. 'Hie woman had been
thrown clear when it struck lib
locomotive and was dead before
she could be placed in the ambu
lance. Train hands released Ber
low from the ruins of the mo
tor car before the flames reached
him.
The accident occurred at 9.2"
nil. Dr. E. W. I lodgkins of
Thomaston was placed in charge
of relief operations, and had the
injured man removed to his hos
pital, while the body of the
FRANK F. HARDING
woman was taken in charge by
Undertaker A . D. Davis of
Republican Nominee for
Thomaston.
Mr. Berlow died at 11
Sheriff
o'clock.
Medical Examiner Frohock
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
who subsequently examined the
bodies reported that the woman'death was due to a fractured skill’
while a fractured skull and mul
tiple internal injuries caused th<
death of Mr. Berlow. Both vic
fathoms the mysteries of life by ap
tims were terribly mangled.
pearances. It was in the manner he
I, The cause of the accident *a no
acted he part of innocence.
stated.
Somei’me after his imprisonment,
parties in ••‘rested and possessed with
Levi W. Berry was the con
Job H. Montgomery of Camden, President of the Knox Bar Association, and ulterior motives, began to believe
doctor in charge of the train an<'
Identified With Many Important Business Enterprises
that his conviction was wrong, and
the engineman was Frank Ila:
controversy a.ose, and waxed very
lin.
vey murder trial of 1878 which had i On the 22d day of iDecember, the turbulent. fl|ia v resulting in en
to obt» n a new trial for
Relatives of Mr. Berlow ar been filed away these many years for , day of the murder, lie was at his deavors
Hart.
a
post
mortem
statement.
)
home,
and
in
the
afternoon
until
near
rived at Thomaston from MassaIts language vindicates the posi- dark, was cutting wood hack of his
In 1882 it looked is though a new
L jyhusetts lasl night, having made,- tton which he took when Nathan F. place, and u -hurt distance back of trial would be ohtai?ed and another
pas quick a Trip as the crowded Hart, the St. George sailor, stood in the home of Mrs. Meservey
trial of his case be h. d. When that
When leaving his work he went was made to appeal to him he
condition of the highway would the dock charged with the murder
of Sarah Meservey, and tells of the by the way of her home, found it thougiit of the conLe uencees to
permit.
heroic, but misunderstood measures all closed up. tried a back window himself if he were tried .'gain and
Mrs. Werner was treasurer of which were adopted by counsel for with his axe as a pry, raised it. and convicted. During his Impris nment
the Tower Dress Company, Bos the defense in order that good repu entered the house. He was looking the penalty for murder had been
tation of a guilty man’s wife might about in the shaded darkness, and | changed back to hanging. Ano the
ton.
be maintained in the community while in a room off the sitting room, < question was. would he be hanged ’f
Mr. Berlow was 46 years old where she had so long resided. It is Mrs. Meservey returned, coming convicted a second time under the
and a widower. For the past a calm, dispassionate answer to A. into the house so noiselessly that he penalty then prevailing.
three years he had been makint R. Dunton’s book entitled ‘‘Nathan !•’. was not aware of her presence until , To make sure on that point he sent
Hart, an Innocent Man in a Felon’s they confronted each other. She was for his counselor who defended at
his home with his sister at tht Cell.”
a resolute woman and grappled with his trial. The question was an unDorchester address. He was :•
Older residents of Knox County him at once. She evidently believed usual one. and his counsel could only
Candidate For
manufacturer of pajamas and who have rend Dunton’s book, and h£ was a thief and might have found ! say that the penalty applicable at
familiar with its tremendous ar some of her valuables, perhaps the time of the offence would govClerk of Courts
I
underwear and a member of the are
raignment of those who opposed money, ami she probably recognized ern. But promised to give the subfirm of S. T. Woodman & Co.. Hart’s claims of innocencce, and of hini. and tried to detain him.
To the Voters ef Knox County:—
ject a careful study and Inform him
I would greatly appreciate your as Cambridge.
He resisted and in trying to escape. ' more definitely at an early date. Hart
Mr. Montgomery’s attitude as coun
sistance in electing me to the office of
He was down in Maine on a sel for defense, will find exceeding caught hold of the scarf, swung her appeared very thoughtful on the
Clerk of Courts. Two years ago I
ly interesting the latter’s version, about by it until she fell to the floor, subject, and expressed doubts. The
lost the election for Register of Deeds business trip and met Mrs. Wern which would probably not have seen Then he ran from the house to his j next morning after this interview
la four year term) by a very small er, who is his sister-in-law.
the light of day for many more years home and waited. He did not know with his counsel he was found dead

Albertus W. Clarke

Ask Your
Banker
When you are asked to invest your money in any
enterprise, the first question to ask yourself is,
“Would my banker buy it?”

The answer to that question will be the answer as
to whether or not you can afford to invest your

money in the proposition.
When a bank invests its money or the money or
its depositors it looks for safety, convertibility and
sound profits. You should do the same.

The Bond Department of the Security Trust Com
pany is always glad to give counsel on any matters
pertaining to investments.

Please feel free to con

sult us at any time with the assurance that we will
not recommend anything that we would not buy for

ourselves.

Security Trust Company
Rockland
Union

Camden

Vinalhaven

Rockport

Warren

majority. I enjoy a personal ac
quaintance with many of you, but to
those who I have not had the pleasure
of meeting, I desire to state that by
in unfortunate accident I have been
crippled for the last sixteen years, by
the loss’ of a leg. Since that time I
have been unable to obtain other than
clerical work.
Since my defeat at the polls two
years ago, I have been practically out
of employment- I have done some
title work, but the money earned has
been insufficient for living require
ments, even with the most rigid econ
omy. I desire to express my grate1 ful acknowledgement to many friends
In both political parties for the loyal
political support they have given me
i in the past.
With grateful appreciation and a
deep sense of obligation to all my
friends, I respectfully ask your in
dorsement at the election, Monday.
September 10th. I hope to continue
to merit your conscience and friend
ly assistance in my effort to be elect
ed Clerk of Courts.
Sincerely and respectfully yours,

LEWIS FROHOCK

had not Mr. Montgomery consent
ed to its appearance as a portion of
his biography which The CourierGazette lias prepared for today’s is
sue.
As the epistle Is also a review of
the crime Itself it is published here
without further explanation or com
ment.
♦ * * *

The funeral services of Lewis Frohoek were held at his native home at
Lincolnville Beach Sunday. The de
ceased was proprietor of the only
American cafeteria in Havana, Cuba,
where he occupied a position of
much prominence. He went to Lin
colnville last May on account of ill
Mr. Montgomery’s Statement
health, and which declined steadily.
State
v Nathan F. Hart: Trial,
He was 64 and is survived by his
wife and mother, Mrs. Emily Fro Supreme Judicial Court, Rockland.
Knox County, Maine. September
hock.
Term 1878.
Indictment for murder of Mrs.
You can save money buying your
wall papers now even though you Sarah H. Meservey of St. George, vil
don’t use them until later at Gonia’s. lage of Tenant’s Harbor, as alleged,
adv.
106-107 Dec. 22, 1877. Trial resulted in con
viction of Hart for murder for which
The new door installation at Cen lie was sentenced to prison for life
tral Fire Station hast been completed under the law at that time.
Sarah H. Meservey, the slain wom
by W. H. Glover & Co. The sectional
doors slide snugly against the walls an. was the wife of Luther Meservey,
All
the parties lived at Tenant’s Har
allowing the engines to see three
bor on same street, about 900 feet
abreast and be handled with ease.
apart, .and more or less relation.
The crime seemed to have been
Opening meeting of the Hospital
Campaign at Temple Hall Monday committed on Dec. 22, 1877. in the
Albertus W. Clarke.
night at 7.30. Election returns re home of the murdered woman, at
early evening time. Capt. Luther
ceived. All invited.
106-107
Rockland, Sept. 4, 1928.
Meservey, her husband, was away in
his vessel at the time, and his wife
was living at their home in Ten
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ant’s Harbor alone. She was a quiet,
home woman and few in the neigh
borhood knew whether she was away
with Irvr husband or at her home, or
was visiting out of town.
Just before dark she went to the
Will Be Held To Ditcuu the
Post Office, a short distance away.
It was snowing a little, and she wore
“WATER POWER ISSUE AND COUNTY
rubbers, a heavy garment, and for
head wear a scarf or "cloud” .us it
FINANCES”
was called, over her head and
wrapped about her neck.
This
"cloud” was a long, woolen scarf,
a knit affair, several inches wide,
LONG COVE AND ST. GEORGE, TUESDAY, SEPT. 4
and was long enough to cover* her
UNION AND NORTH WARREN, WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 5
head as a hood, and wrap around her
neck with much to spare.
OWL'S HEAD AND SOUTH THOMASTON, THURSDAY, SEPT. 6
While it was growing dark she
returned to her house from the Post
VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN, FRIDAY, SEPT. 7
Office, and entering her home found
an intruder there, and frightened,
and suspicious of his presence a
struggle ensued to detain him by
Grand Home Coming Reception and Rally of
force, and in it furniture was over
turned and broken, and the scarf was
CARL MORAN
so tightly drawn about her neck that,
she was strangled by it and she fell
SATURDAY EVENING, POSTOFFICE SQUARE
to the floor and the culprit escaped.
She did not recover. Her dead body
National and State Speakers Will Be Heard
was found there with the scarf about
her neck on the 29th day of January
1878, 38 days after the struggle. At
the autopsy following her death was
LENA K. SARGENT,
pronounced as caused by strangula
Secretary Democratic County Committee.
tion.
Nathan F. Hart was a common

PUBLIC

MEETINGS

of her strangled condition. He ex
pected she would follow him, or
would make some complaint against
him right away.
When nothing of the kind happened
he went back to the house, looked
about, found it dark and silent. La
ter he and his wife looked about It
together. He told her what had hap
pened. and later in the night they
went together, entered the house and
found Mrs. Meservey dead. They
thought it best to lock the door, tlx
things and her so that when dis
covered it might appear that an
other cause than theft had caused
the murder, and left a writing to that
effect, and waited the finding of the
crime by others.

Several weeks after the discovery
of the body Nathan F. Hart was sus
pected of the crime, was arrested and
field for the grand jury at the sec
ond Tuesday of March 1878. .While
in jail waiting action by the grand
jury he engaged counsel to defend
him.
The grand jury found an in
dictment againpt him for the murder
and trial was postponed by the state
to the September term. The state
was anxious for more certain evi
dence. and it was hoped by Hart and
his counsel that the delay would re
sult. to his benefit.
In preparing for his defense the
facts of the manner by which Mrs.
Meservey met her death were dis
closed to Hart’s counsel. And as
murder was not intended by him. but
hapi>ened in his struggle to escape,
whatever the motive for being in the
house, it might he only manslaugh
ter, and that on confession, would
be punished by Imprisonment for a
term not to exceed ten years, or a
fine not to exceed $1,000. And con
fession was advised by his counsel.
On consideration, as that would in
volve his wife as an accessory after
the fact, and subject her to like punlishment. and Mrs. Hart was afraid
and objected to that course which
decided Hart to stand trial and save
his wife. Mrs. Eleanor M. Hart was
a tine natured woman, instinctive to
good, and compelled her defense as
her due. and made the trial of Hart
her defence by sheer suppression of
the real facts. It was a success as
far as she was concerned and well
paid for by her esteem and confi
dence during her life.
'Hart was found guilty of murder
and sentenced to prison for life, and
in four years he died in prison. His
conviction was wholly based on circumstantial evidence, made effective
by the local feeling of his guilt. The
sentiment against him evidenced by
the intuition of the general mind that

in his cell.
The controversy over his trial
ended with his death. His wife goes
on her way relieved of any further
fears of Implication in the murder
of Sarah H. Meservey by any con
fession that her husband might
make. She could trust herself. Ciiticisms cease all around. At 8 o’clock
on the morning of her husband’s
death Mrs. Hart, after a visit to tho
prison, made her way to the office »f
her attorney who had defended him
and her to her safety. It was a
meeting full of that happiness which
results from service well performed.
• • • •

Down in the town of Penobscot,
Hancock County, on a farm which
had been carved out of the wilder
ness by his grandfather. David Mont
gomery, prior to 1800, the subject of
this biography first saw the light of
day. Grandmother Montgomery was
descended from the Massachusetts
Thompsons, the most famous of
whom was Benjamin Thompson, a
philosopher and educator, who be
came Count of Rumford. Job Mont
gomery was a son of Josiah, and his
mother was Lucy Herrick, daughter
of a descendant of Peregrine White
of Mayflower fame.
The date of Job Montgomery’s birth
was Feb. 26, 1851. His boyhood days
were spent on the farm,, days that
had little to distinguish them from
each other, yet mixed into their drab
aspect was a feeling of faith and hope
—of everything to look forward to.
What his early dreahns were like
Mr. Montgomery does not reveal,
and maybe he does not remember,
but certainly there came to him no
(Continued On Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and ltatea
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
DOORS OF DARING

The mountains that Inclose the vale
With walls of granite, steep and high,
Invite the fearless foot to scale
Their stairway toward the sky.
The restless, deep, dividing sea
That flows and foams from shore to shore.
Calls to Its sunburned chivalry.
"Push out, set sail, explore!”
The bars of life at which we fret;
That seem to prison and control.
Are but the doors of daring set
Ajar before the soul.
Say not, “Too poor." but freely give:
Sigh not. “Too weak.” but boldiy try;
You never can begin to live
Until you dare to die.
Henry van Dyke, j

The Courier-Gazette
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Went To Rescue of Motor Boat Passengers Who Had

Rockland, Me., Sept. 4. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lvddle. who
Clung To Overturned Craft Nearly Three Hours.
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 1. 1928, there was
printed a total of 6245 copies.
Clinging desperately to an out- [doubly strenuous for Parker bv
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public,
board motor boat for nearly three ' reason of the fact that his corn-

hours off Salem, Mass., Sunday night ' panton, unconscious of his own acHow excellent is thy lovingkind- Carl M. Parker of Melrose, and Jack tions. would frequently relax his hold
ness, O God! therefore the children Smith of Boston, had nearly perished near the propeller, and go down,
of men put their trust under the
shadow of thy wings. They shall be , from cold and exhaustion when two Time and again he shouted words of
abundantly satisfied with the fatness miles distant smoke was seen pour- encouragement, and somehow the
of thy house an,I thou shall m'akeiing frcTO the 8tack of the s‘“">ship man whose senses were wandering
them drink of the river of thy pleas- Camden, headed almost directly to- would get a new dutch on the boat.
ureg__Psalm 36:7, 8.
ward them.
A freight steamer passed a mile
-------Their rpcedy rescue and wonderful |aw<ay. Parker shouted at the top of
treatment afforded them by every- his lungs, hut apparently nobody
Of real interest to local people is jhody from Capt. Crockett down came jheard him. and nobody saw the heroic
the news recently received here of as an intervention of Providence, for struggle f<o- life which was being
the success and good fortune of a pari<cr js positive that neither could maintained.
Rockland boy.
Maurice Sullivan : jlave ciung to hjs frail SUp>port more 'Parker, whose legs s were already
(now Captain Maurice Sullivan) has than another half hour.
cramped above the knees by the in
just been entrusted with the com
Smith had been delirious for more tense co-id of the water, managed to
mand of the Molaka. the largest ship than an hour when taken aboard and tear off his white yachting pantain the fleet owned and operated by
had lost his hold on the motor boat loons, which he converted intc a sigthe New England Oil Refining Co., repeatedly. Only a subconscious un- , nal of distress. The importance of
which will run the coastwise route
derstanding of his companion's words this precaution wat seen half an hour
between the Company’s oil base at
of encouragement saved him from later when a steamship which proved
Mobile, Alabama, and New York,
perishing before the rescue ship came, to be the Camden, was sighted.
Since entering the V. S. Merchant
The young men left Magnolia at 10
Parker waved the pantaloons fran- ■
Marine School shortly after the close
of the World War. Mr. Sullivan has a. in. Sunday in a 16-footer. The sea tically. but the signal did not appear •
applied himself ambitiously to bis continued to roughen, and they de to have been seen, and the boat was j
work and studies and has passed his | cided to return, following the shore nearly broadside, half a mile away,
closely.
They were several when Parker saw a passenger run
examinations for each rating in his
chosen line, with the result that he miles off shore, however, when a down from the upper deck. The
received his papers licensing him as | heavy wave swamped their craft, boat slackened its speed, and a crowd
a captain in 1927. and after one year which overturned and came to the gathered at the rail,
of service In that rating has now ,»urf«ce bottom up.
Ten minutes later the shipwreckc'
been promoted one stop further' to | Smith, who is an expert swimmer, men wore being taken aboard ,.fr>
take charge of the ship which is the started toward shore, hut found the of the Camden’s boats. Sral'.«-ta»
pride of the Company's fleet, having SPa too rough for him and turned to- taken first, hut his rescuets ha 1 difcomplete modern equipment through- (ward the boat, to which Parker had Acuity in holding him. for even in h.s
out. Captain Sullivan is receiving continued to cling. Both had life delirium he seemed to fear that
congratulations from tiis wide circle preservers. Smith alternately swam J Parker was not safe,
of friends of boyhood days in Rock and clung to the boat, hut remem- j Onboard the s-.-niner the men were
hers nothing of what he actually did, wrapped in bet blankets and first
land.
for he became delirious.
|;,ld measures applied. Everything
Parker was thrown Into the water possible was done for their comfort
A Worcester, Mass., woman, be
lieved to be mentally distressed took when the craft overturned, but swam .and when they came ashore at this
a motor car from Jameson's garage hack to it and by means of a rope I port yesterday morning they were
in Camden yesterday to "try It.” clung to the stern. His legs show arrayed in clothing which had been
When she had not returned two severe cuts and bruises where the presented to them by the officers,
hours later, the proprietor sent out action of the sea battered him con- iThey left for home on the morning
warnings, anid the woman was de tinually against the side of the boat.-train.
Then began the long vigil, made' Pa.k.r is a Boston Rotarian.
tained in Brunswick. She will be
arraigned this afternoon, but a con
tinuance will probably he granted
until a mental examination has been
A SUICIDE
made. While bringing the woman to
Rockland jail yesterday I.ient. Cush
man and Deputy Lildwick had their
Somerville Traveling Man Leaps Overboard From the Belattention directed to tlie suspicious
.
I:—Body Was Not Recovered.
actions of a motorist, and the result
was the seizure of five pints oil
liquor. The motorist was Oscar Gray,
I J
of Malden. Mass.
Hubert
of Somerville. a bright moonlight night the passen
M «’s . jumped overboard from the ger was not seen again. , Fresh
At the annual meeting of WVsleyan
I .eamship Belfast at midnight Sat bloodstains on the front of his night
Grove Campmeeting Association held
urday night when the craft was shirt. left behind in the stateroom,
at Northport, these officers wen
midway between Portland and Se were presumed to he the result of
elected: President. Rev. Paul A. Mor*
guin. The body was not recovered.
ris; vice president. Rev. Erastusi L. White bought a ticket for Bangor hemorrhage while coughing.
City Marshal Webster examined
Wall; secretary. Rev. O. G. Barnard;
when he boarded the steamer in the stateroom upon the arrival of
treasurer. Rev. C. C. Butterfield/ trus
Boston but later went to the purs the steamer at this port and found
tees. Rev. Charles W. Martfh. Wall
and Barnard. At the meetng of the er’s office and had the ticket changed a sealed letter directed to Mrs. II den
to Rockland, at the same time chang A. Mackey of his home address, and
trustees which followed Ane follow
ing his stateroom.
a card which asked that in case of
ing were elected: President. Rev. O.
Ten minutes before leaping over accident or illness. Mrs. E. K. Mackey
G. Barnard; vice president, Rev. Mr.
Martin; treasurer. R
Mr. Butter board he rang for the porter and also of his home address, be notified.
directed that ice water be brought.
Mr. White had been a resident of
field and general nugiager. Rev. Mr.
Morris. A commit ee was appointed Returning with the pitcher, the por Somerville for the last seven years.
He was a salesman for a Boston
to arrange for services in the audi ter saw the man near the rail, ap
torium in July a»d August, 1929 and parently in a fit of coughing. As he firm which deals in scalp treatments.
for next season', campmeeting week. approached the passenger suddenly His family said he had been in poor
vaulted the rail and disappeared. A health for some time and had been
Alton H. Blackinton, a former boat was lowered, but though it was despondent.
Rockland riotographer. who has been
attached'to the staff of the Boston
PETERSON
ATHLETE
Heraltf the past ten years, recently
resisted that position and is making
a zacation visit at his old haunts in
Knox County. He is now dividing his Won Prize At Gardiner-Rockland Forty Club Tourney—
time between the News Photo Serv
Story of a Pleasant Visit.
ice, which finds him a contributor to
several large metropolitan newswpapers; anc[ the lecture platform. He
This rather interesting informal ducks and if it hadn't been for Lou
is also on the staff of a magazine
known as American Photography, lie story of the bi-ennial journey of the Cook’s speed we wouldn't have had
is accompanied on his vacation jaunt Rockland Forty Club to Gardiner as a look in. He is a fine swimmer and
by his sales manager, Alfred W. guest of the Forty Club of that city saved the day for us in the wat
was written for a former member of tug-of-war after Irving 'Beach hr k°
Cooley.
the local dub now in another city.
two oars. That was a real battle and
it gave us the points that put us over
A W’hirlwind tour of the Rockland Dear 'Fred:—
Thought you might like to hear In the relay Peterson was leading
& Rockport lime plant was made by
President Wood Friday in the interest about the Forty Club’s Gardiner trip. the field at the finish, exc. pt that In
of the no-accident campaign, with We went Wednesday and the day was two laps behind.
Peculiar thing though, the prize
short talks at each department. He was perfect, just enough air stirring
urged that every man get the spirit to keep comfortable. About 40 of for the most valuable man to his
of the thing and help to make Sep the Rockland club members and their team in all contests went to this
tember a banner month by preventing ladies left here at 11 o’clock by same Albert S. Peterson. He was
accidents for 30 days and longer if automobile with the Rockland Boys’ referee. The prize was a live and
possible expressing confidence that Band along in a big bus. 1 tell you lively rooster, very vocal in a hand
decorated crate. Thinking to sav
the goal would be accomplished if it made quite a parade.
Arrived at Augusta with no trouble himself labor the winner put the
every man did his part. He expressed
the wish that more employes would and* had a street parade in conjunc contraption in Cook’s car and Cook
make safety suggestions, thereby tion with the Gardiner boys. I want found it before leaving, talked the
showing their interest in the safety to say that those handsome new’ suits bird into a coma and deposited H in
movement. Safety suggestion glanks and the Rockland youngsters made S. Nilo Spear's Marmon. When Mr
a hit in Augusta. You remember Cook arrived in Rockland he found
were left at each department.
the Rockland (Forty Club chipped the rooster there ahead of him and
As the beginning of school is near $300 towards those suits and the hustled it down to the Peterson re.-at hand. Penobscot View patrons are band boys certainly appreciate it. idence where Mr. Peterson found it
invited to hark back to their own Luncheon followed tl\e parade at a when he started for work Thursday
schooldays and their experiences beautiful place down the road from morning at 10.30.
The Gardinei Club did themselves
with the three Rs, in the old district Augusta and it was very good. ‘The
school, or the city school, whichever Gardiner members and their ladies proud though, rounding out the aft
it may have been. Any who have were on hand to do the honors and ernoon with a fine dinner and a ba
in the evening with an exceptionally
preserved essays, or compositions, they “done ’em right.”
The afternoon was devoted to so good orchestra. Every courtesy was
that they wrote, in school, are re
guested to bring them, also the called athletics. We fought a hard extended the visitors and the towns
names of theor teachers and a list game of baseball and won it with people of Gardiner and Augusta out
of the echools which they attended some unconscious help from Peter did themselves in extending hospi
and a spelling test is proposed by son. We had good luck with the tality. Not a single accident or in
potatoe races, bag race etc. and were cident marred a truly enjoyable oc
the lecturer.
sitting pretty when It came to the casion and already l^lans are beln:
Mrs. Effie Clinkunbroomer of New water events and then we wrere all discussed for -the hegira of the Gar
diner Club to Rockland next sum
York, a prominent member of the wet. Pete couldn't referee them.
The Gardiner gang are regular mer.
Islegboro summer colony, was brought
to Knox Hospital Saturday suffer
ing from a fra)ctured skull and a bro
Medford. Mass., where thty have been
SPRUCE HEAD
ken rib. While riding at moderate
living for the summer. They were
Mrs. Caroline Thompson returned ‘ accompanied by Mr. Drinkwater who
.pace in Islesboro she had collided
with another outfit which stopped to her home in Cambridge, Mass., I will visit with his family for ten days,
abruptly in front of her and she was after visiting several weeks with her
Mr nnd Mrs Francis Russell o
|CIark Is,land were vigitors ln town
thrown violently into the highway. daughter, Mrs. VV. W. Godfrey.
Bert Eiwell and family of Portland (Tuesday afternoon,
Mrs. Annie Haskell, her sister Mrs. were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Aul of San Francisco, Miss Freeman Elwell.
Anne McLaughlin and Miss Helen
Mrs. Donald Grassick and daugh
McLoon figured in an automobile
ters Elaine and Anna of Quincy,
spill yesterday in Waldoboro that
Mass., returned home Saturday by
caused the circulation of many ex
automobile.
aggerated rumors but produced no
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Simmons of Hop
serious injuries. The machine skid
kinton and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood
ded and turned over, shaking up the
occupants and causing bruises and of North Grafton, Mass., have been
Ui.i.ioiV s.iiv puu Jiv jo s)b\,n3 juojoj
some cuts.
Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drinkwater
The opening meeting of the Hospi
tal Campaign will he held the eve arc receiving congratulations on the
ning of Sept. 10. next Monday, in birth of a son, Norman. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Burton and
Temple hall. Tills Is to be an or
ganization meeting and general get- Mr. Ilerbolzheimcr of Reading and
together with all workers and inter- Mrs. Arthur Allen of Wellesley, Mass.,
ested citizens invited and , xpert-d to I rfurned to their homes Labor Day
be present. The hour is 7.30 and an :,fter a two weeks vacation passed
interesting^, feature will he the re- ."'itli Mrs. Annie Burton.
celving of State election returns.
I -''r- anl' Mrs. William Carr of Port-_____
| land were weekend guests of Mr. and
Opening meeting of the Hospital , Mrs- Charles Carr.
Mrs. Callie Morrell of Rockland
Campaign at Temple Hall Monday
night at 7.30. Election returns re spent Labor Day at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell of Viceived. All invited.
10C-107
nalhaven were holiday guests of Mr.
Kow Is the time to buy your wall and Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
Mrs. Earle Drinkwater and chil
papers at a saving of one-third to
one-hulf at Gotiia's-adv .
106-107 dren returned home Sunday from
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STAR

FARM»
POULTRY

The Job Printing Plant

GRAIN AND MASH
BEST FOR CHICKS
The Cornell poultry department
advocates a combination of scratch
grain and masli for feeding young
chickens.
During the first four to six weeks,
any time between eight and ten
o'clock each morning, chicks should
he fed enough dry tnasli to lust
them until late in the afternoon.
Grain should be put before them ln
tlie middle of the afternoon, depend
ing on tlie amount of mash they eat.
Both grain and mash should be fed
in shallow boxes or troughs.
The grain mixture for tills pe
riod consists of/ 40 pounds of
cracked wheat and CO pounds of
fine cracked corn. Tlie mash mix
ture consists of 30 pounds yellow
cornmeal, 20 pounds of wheat bran,
15 of flour wheat middlings, 10 of
line ground heavy oats or oat flour,
10 of fine ground meat scrap, 5 of
hone meal, 10 of dry milk prod
ucts, and one-half pound of salt.
For tlie first four to six weeks,
the mash is usually left before the
chicks until tlie grain Is fetl and
tlie grain is left before them un
til the mash is fed the following
day.
Liquid skint milk is recommend
ed in place of water during the
first week. Fine oyster shell may
he fed if desired in separate dishes
or on tlie floor. Grit or charcoal
are not necessary hut may be fed
the same as oyster shell.
If liquid skim milk or buttermilk
is available as a drink, tlie dry milk
products recommended in the mash
mixture should he omitted. If re
ground heavy oats cannot be ob
tained for tlie mash, tlie cornmeal
may be Increased from 30 pounds
to 40 pounds.
For chicks from six to twelve
weeks old a grain mixture consist
ing of CO pounds cracked corn and
40 pounds whole wheat is recom
mended. From twelve weeks to ma
turity 200 pounds cracked corn, 200
pounds whole wheat and 100 pounds
heavy oats are recommended. The
same mash mixture as the one on
which the chicks are started should
be used throughout.
During tlie first six weeks the
chicks should he fed more masli
than grain. Tlie second six weeks
they should have about equal
amounts of mash and grain, and
after that more grain than mash.

of
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Rockland, Maine
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine.

POULTRY FACTS
A box of crushed oyster shell
should always he within reach.

•

*

•

The hen needs a balanced ration,
the same as the cow or tlie man.

have been witli the females a week
or ten days.

•

*

•

More baby chickens are killed by
overfeeding with damp, mushy food
than in any other way.

*

•

•

The roosts should he low. espe
cially for large, heavy fowls, and
they should all be of the same
height.

•

•

*

If one Is to market cockerels from
the early hatches as broilers they
should he placed upon the market
as early as possible.

*

•

•

It Is said (liat if alfalfa hay Is
used for hens’ nests and scattered
iiround the chicken coops tlie
chicken mites will beat a hasty re
treat

•

•

*

Do not go into tlie poultry busi
ness.
Grow Into it.
Start on a
small scale nnd learn the details of
tiie business before you put much
capital intc it.

•

• •

Turkeys, whether sold for breed
ers at a fancy price or sold to the
merchant
for Thanksgiving or
Christmas trade, should have some
special care along about the first of
October.

•

•

*

That the addition of milk to the
regular grain ration of growln_
chicks leads to a greatly increased
rate of growth is n conclusion
reached by poultry specialists who
have studied tlie matter expert
mentally.

• • «

It has been found that crooked
breast may lie prevented by feed
ing tlie birds plenty of minerals.
Where there is a deficiency of min
erals steam hone meal usually Is
jdded to the ration to prevent
crooked breast.
,

rhe Biggest Family
In This Town Is^the
Family of Readers of
-------- THIS PAPER----------

We

print everything printable fr,om a small
visiting card to a large size poster or
from a single sheet letterhead or pro

gram to a book, in the highest style of

the printer’s art.
/

Business and Professional Printing
is Our Specialty -

Gtiod Workmanship — Moderate Prices

TOUr Patronage is Appreciated

Spray Solution Kills
Mites in Hot Weather
Poultry mites make their first bid
for fresh chicken meat In early
summer. Sometimes tliey take the
eggs also, or it seems that way, liecause nobody else gets any eggs
when tliey are present in large num
bers.
Mites hide in tiie cracks and crevlees of roosts and walls, but do not
stay long on tlie bodies of tlie fowls.
That is different than with lice,
which stay on tlie bodies.
To keep down mites It Is best to
spray the house before they appear,
very thoroughly.
Don’t wait until
tiie chickens are restless and fever
ish at night with tlie attacks of
these parasites.
Don't presume
that your house is clean because It
used to be.
Spray well witli one gallon of
kerosene, one gallon of crude ol!
or worn-out crank-case oil, four
ounces of crude carbolic acid and
a half pint of any cresol solution,
sheep dip or creolln.
Repeat the
dose in a few days, and put It on
witli force enough to reach the hid
den places. Tliis solution is a good
disinfectant.

11
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BtfSfckALL SEASON ENDS

| Studley Furniture Co. |

^S-.I

Only One Labor Day Game, But Rockland Captured It
| 61 PARK ST.
After a Seeming Defeat.

Rockland 8, Belfast 4

Rockland closed its season yes
terday in a blaze of glory and deluge
of rain.
In the second inning
French’s team appeared to be play
ing In a trance, and its work was- so
poor that the outfit was jeered* at by
the Belfast crow’d.
In the third Inning Rockland
bumped Sterling for five singles and
two doubles, making six scores. The
barrage was continued in the fourth
inning, and the tables had been com
pletely turned. Jeers gave way to
applause for the splendid work which
the visitors were doing, and for a
particularly brilliant play by Bachand.
The summary:
Rockland ..................... 0 0 6 2 0 0—3
Belfast ......................
0 4 0 0 0 0—4
Base hits. Rockland 12. Belfast 6.
Two-base hits, French. Conway. Cogan. Struck out, by Turner 4. by
Sterling 4. Sacrifice hits, Monroe,
Turner. Errors, Rockland 2. Um
pires, Martin and McDonough. Scor
er, Winslow.

League as an emergencj’ pitcher re
placing Aube, was touched up in
rather lively fashion in the second
inning, but after that Camden was
obliged to be content with two singles.
It was something of a coincidence
that in each game Camden should
score in only one inning.
The summary:
(Rockland . ........ 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0—5
Camden ............ 02000000 0—2
Base hits, Rockland 12, Camden
4 Two-base hits, feachand, Wotton.
Mastermftn.
Sacrifice hit, Turner.
Hit by pitcher, Ogier. Bases on balls,
off Fitzpatrick 1. Struck out. by
Fitzpatrick 7, by McGouldrick 2.
Double plays. Bachand. Conway and
Wotton: Walls and Small. Umpires,
McDonough and Martin.
Scorer
Winslow.

STRAND THEATRE

whv

vame

into

Uk

=

SPECIAL OFFER
SATURDAY AND MONDAY
3
I
I
I
I
I

|
|

Piece Jacquard Velour Suite
Mahogany Finish Davenport Table
Mahogany Finish End Table
Reed Fernery
Bridge Lamp, silk shade
Floor Lamp, silk shade

=
=
==

=

Complete $122.50

|

Complete Stock of Reconditioned Furniture end Ranges
On Hand At All Times

=

Romance and drama are brilliantly
hlpnrted In "tI<‘ Mating Call.”

Thomas Meighan's latest starring
play which closes tonight. Adapted
from the popular novel of the same
name by Rex Beach, “The Mating
Call’’ is one of the most thrilling
and romantic celluloid dramas that
has come to the screen in many
months.
“The Cardboard Lover’’ is one of
the gayest and most sprightly com
edies that ever came from the Cam
era Coast.
This picture wi’ll be
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
shown Wednesday and Thursday nnd
Camden 3, Rockland 2
presents Marion Davies at her very
Rockland’s fight for the privilege of best.
Monte
Carlo.
with
its
tying Camden for second place ended throngs of beautiful women, its fasingloriously with the first game at I cinating casinos and its atmosphere
Camden Saturday afternoon. Three of romance, serves as a background
singles, two bases’ on balls and a for the comedy situations.
The
passed ball gave Camden three runs story opens with the arrival of a
in the second inning. It was all they young American girl at Monte Carlo
made in the game and all they needed. with a group of other college girls
With two men on in the seventh in a Cook’s Tour party. At the
inning the Rockland team made its world’s gambling capital she meets
will, for Ahearn was given the signal Nils Asther, a tennis champion, in
to bunt, and the result was a pop fly the midst of an affair with a n >ted
to the pitcher that resembled a sick siren, played by Jetta Goudal. Al
Roman candle. The result was also though Asther knows of his mistress’
a double play which .polled Icck unfaithfulness, he is unable to tear
land’s chances of a score. In the himself away from her. Sally Bax
ninth Rockland made a double and ter, the American girl, pursues the
two singles but got only one man tennis champion for his autograph
In her effort to get his signature she
acioss. The summary:
Camden ........... 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 x—3 loses ten thousand fianes to him at
Rockland
0 0 0 0 0 10 0 1—2 Baccarat. Asther siezes on her in
Base hits, Camden 6. Rockland 6. debtedness as an excuse to make her
Two-brfs'e hits, Wilson. Bachand. pose as his sweetheart to keep the
Sacrifice hits, Bachand, Conway. enchantress at a distance until he
Bases on balls, off McGouldri-ck 1. off can free himself of her hold on him.
Davidson 2.
Struck out, by Mc- With such a situation, and Miss Da
Gouldrick 5, by Davidson 4. Double vies in the star part, complications
plays, Loftus and Wilson: Conway, naturally come thick and fast. Tin
Bachand and Wotton. Errors. Cam- film moves rapidly as first one worn
*den 2.
Umpires, McDonough and an and then the other gains a tem
porary advantage over the other. A
''Martin. Scorer. Winslow.
most amusing battle of wits results
Rockland 5, Camden 2
—adv.
Rockland won the second game,
Saturday afternoon, with the great
Opened Under New Management
est of ease, but the horse had been
stolen. McOnuldrick. who had been
MACK’S
having such »a nice little time at
Limerock
St. Restaurant
Rockland’s expense the latter part
Rockland, Maine
of the season, got the thumping that
We Cater To Your Wants
was coming to him, Conway leading
Open Day and Night
the procession with three hits.
I’itzpatrkk,

Tel. 1154 g

Low Overhead Means Low Retail Prices

=
The curtain rang down yesterday
on the third season of the Maine
Coast League. Seven innings were
played in Belfast and Rockland won
the game, but the climax to wllich
Camden and Rockland fans were
looking forward did not materialize.
The pennant was won by Belfast,
with Camden second and Rockland
third.
• • • •

ROCKLAND

101-107

Studley Furniture Co.
61 Park Street

i

Tel. 1154 =

Rockland
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Truck Covers
WEATHER-PROOF

DUCK .

e a e e

e e

.

Made to Fit Your Truck and Give Your
Goods Protection

PROMPT SERVICE
PRICE RIGHT
Ask Us

Rockland Awning Co., Inc.
16 Willow St.

Rockland

Phone IO72-M or 862-R
See JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Manager

■ ■
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Every-Other-Day
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

TALK OF THE TOWN

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VINALHAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fifleld left Frisg day afternoon to join Mr. and Mrs.
COMIlMG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
I Orrin Smith on an extended auto
Sept. 10—S’ate election.
1 trip.
Sept. 10—(Tty schools open.
Sept. 10 Rockland Commercial College
Miss Lois Keaberg of Weymouth sk
opens.
z' ' who has been visiting her aunt Mrs.
Sept. 11—Court convenes.
E. G. Lane left Saturday for her re- ’
Nov. 6—Presidential election.
Sept. 3-4- New Belfast Fair.
turn home.
Oct. 1 Evening school opens at Rockland
f^l Mrs. Pearl Calderwood and daughCommercial College.
|H ter Erdine visited in Rockland
gj Thursday.
Weather This Week
| Mr. and Mrs. Lloyde Calderwood
Outlook for week in the North and
and daughter returned this week to
Middle Atlantic States: Mostly fair j
their home in Gardiner having been
after first of week except showers g
U guests of his father Clinton Calder
about Thursday: temperature nor
wood at the Neck.
mal Tuesday; slightly below normal
Miss Elizabeth Creed who has been
Wednesday; warmer Thursday and
at 7.30
visiting her sister Mrs. Lafayette
cooley at end of week.
Smith at Eastholm left Friday for
her home in Philadelphia.
Mrs. (
A house is being built on Broadway
Smith accompanied her to Rockland, j
Terrace for Henry Hutchinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Wills visit
ed in Rockland Friday.
Miss Louise Morong returned to
The MacMillan Arctic expedition j
Rockport Saturday having been a 1
put into Sidney, N. S., yesterday on
guest of her uncle Mr. Morong at
its way to Wiscasset.
Brown’s Head Light for a fortnight.
She also visited her aunt Mrs. E. C.
Supreme Court convenes next
McIntosh and Mr. and M/s. T. E.
Tuesday with Associate Justice
Libby.
Norman L. Bassett on the bench.
Mrs. Victor Shields was in Rock
land Thursday.
Mrs. Mary Saunders has moved
of Indiana
Miss Edith Nickerson has returned
Don't send your boy or girl to school next Monday without some different clothes to
from the Blake house, Cottage street,
from a visit in Nova Scotia.
into the Richard house on Bunker
help his or her changed environment. Whether you buy it ready-made or buy the
Mrs. Harold Glidden and daughter
street.
Virginia who were guests of Mr. and
materir.l
and make it, we feel we can give you the quality you want at the price you
Mrs. Miles Sawyer returned to Rock
Tlie Rockland & Rockport Lime
land Friday.
want to pay.
Corporation has nearly completed a
i Andy Cassie went to Worcester,
sizeable extension to the Northend
Wednesday.
NEW BUTTERFLY SKIRTS
A New
cooper shop.
Mrs . Fritz Scoog an<J daughter
Here’s
Navy Serge .............. $2.98 and $3.98
Gloria and Mrs. William Smith were
Plaids
............................................
$4.98
Rockland Lodge, 'F.A.M., will con
n Rockland Wednesday.
Something New
JFIFilllllKIl lllllillBI
RAINCOATS
fer the Master Mason degree upon
Francis Clark spent Thursday in
Sizes 4 to 14
three candidates tonight—its first
Rockland.
$2.69 and $4.98
meeting of the fall season.
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Auburn who
Boys’ Wash 1 op
Washington last week are the fol has been a guest of her parents, Mr.
GIRLS' BLOUSES
FRIENDSHIP
Miss Helen Thompson left this
lowing: Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton, and Mrs. Porter L. Lawry left Sat
$1.98
Thomas
E.'Btenger
of
Philadelphia
morning
for Watertown,
Mass.,
Clyde Brown, Mrs. Amy Sthehoin.-., urday to join her husband on a mo
Broadcloth in tan or white, 8 to 16.
arrived
Saturday
to
spend
thweek

where she has a position as dietitian
Mr. and Mrs. Char’es A. Simmons, tor trip to the WTiite Mountains.
Jersey Dresses
NEW SWEATERS
at the Perkins Institute for the end with his family at Martin's L. C. Morton. Alton Wallace prd
Floyde Robinson was in Rockland
Point.
$1.98 and $2.98
Blind. \
Maurice Ch id wick.
Friday.
Crew neck slip-on a value at $1.98
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Francis of
Mrs. Nellie Emery Leighton an:l
Luther Glidden of Waldoboro vis
Cne of the strange insects which Malden visited Mrs. Annie Fuels ited friends in town Sunday.
son Thomas were at Set O’ Sun,
WINDSOR TIES AND
has been dealing destruction to trees Cook over the weekend.
Thomas Richards of Waldoboro Shore Acres, Tuesday. They have
KERCHIEFS
in the vicinity of the Court House,
been guests for two weeks at the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry II. Howe, Miss was i town Sunday.
Navy Serge Tail
was captured by Mrs. Kenneth Mills, Jx>ls Howe and Volney Howe re
G'(.r;son Perry of Camden visited home of Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn
and is at this office awaiting identi turned to their home in Gardner. hi.- > ter Mrs. William H. Hahn, re- Thomas.
ored Dress with
fication by Norman W. Lermond.
Fred Noyes and friend Miss May
Mass., Monday after spending a week
Peter Pan Collar
Post who have been entertained at
here.
I «
Sept. 15, after nearly 21 years of
the home of his mother Mrs. Mary
Alfred
H.
Morton
sold
a
Ford
tour

WALDOBORO
active service, Lena (I^awrence) True
Noyes left Saturday for their return
Miss Julia Kaler and Miss Jessie to New Britain, Conn.
retires from her duties at the Lime- ing car to Carleton Simmons recent
Sizes 4 to 9
SENTER CRANE SPECIALS
ly.
Keene motored to Quebec last week
rock Railroad office. Her decision to
Mrs. Agnes Grant of Boston is a
Ribbed School Hose, good quality
Arthur
Spear
Jr.,/spent
the
week

to meet Miss Faye M. Keene, who has guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
leave the service brings much regret
firsts ................................................ 17c
Velvet Combinato the company and fellow employes. end with his family here. Mr. Spear been studying this summer in Ger Charles Chilles.
Full Fashioned Silk, 42 gauge;
has accepted a position with the many.
Mrs. Blanchard Somes and daugh
Other
new
styles
in
Jersey
Suits
heavy
........................
$1.19
World
Book
Co.,
with
headquarters
tion
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards of ter Barbara who have been guests of
At the Central Maine Fair at Wat
Rayon and Silk, a dandy Girls’ Hose
Detroit and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rob Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Guilford have
erville last week, Walter Moore, in Boston.
Miss Virginia Gay leaves Tuesday inson of New York are visiting their
silk to top with no lisle showing 59c
owned and driven by Lon Newbert,
returned to their home at Southwest
Fufl line of Colors in All Hosiery
won first money in the 2.14 trot, best to enter the training school for parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson Harbor.
The Waltz homestead on Depot
time 2.14%. Gaelty McGregor, owned nurses at the’Massachusetts General
Misses Nina Apies and Lida
street has been sold to Stanley Waltz. Greenlaw returned Saturday from
by Mr. Newbert, captured first money Hospital in Boston.
Mrs. George H. Schlicting and
The Rebekahs enjoyed a tine moon Ocean Park where they spent a fort
in the special colt race, best time
children and the former’s mother.( light picnic at Jefferson Lake last
night.
2.18H*
Mrs. F. B. Dillingham returned to week.
Mrs.
LaForest
Callahan
and
their home in Boston. Monday after a
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey were at daughter Beulah of Rockland passed
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
English Prints, new patterns....................................39
month's vacation here. Mr. Sehliet- Castine last week attending the State the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Wool Coatings, 54 inch .................................... $1.00
will meet with Pleasant River Grange,
ing passed his vacation of two week4 conference of school superintendents.
George Callahan.
Vinalhaven, Saturday, Sept. 8*. The
Botany Wool Special, 54 inch........................... 1.50
Punjab Percales, large assortment of patterns .. .25 /twith them.
Mrs. Thomas Leigh of Augusta has
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Simpson of
steamer Castine will leave Camden
George Weaver spent the weekend been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary Boston arrived Saturday accompan
Wool Velour, 54 in., blue and brown only ...... 1.00
at 8 a. m., stopping at Rockland. All with his parents at Martin’s Point.
Jap Crepes, regularly 19c ..................................... 12%
G. Elkins.
The above arc values from fire stock at Brunswick
ied by Miss Minnie Wood who re
Farm Bureau members of KnoxMr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
Mr. and Mrs .Manson Wells of turned from a visit with friends in
Lincoln Counties are invited to this of Rockland and Dr. and Mrs. Ben
Taunton. Mass., have been guests of Quincy.
meeting.
nett R. Speer and daughter Dorothy Mrs. William Maxwell.
Miss Meta Ingerson entertained at
of Brooklyn.
motored to town
Miss Minnie Riley and Clarence bridge Thursday.
tp
Stated communication of Aurora Saturday nijmr
Dow of Beachmont: Mass., who' have
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Innes anrt-f,
Lodge ol' Masons will he held- Wed
Carlisle Lash and Leiv J. Wallace been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry son of Milford. Mass., are guests of
CARD OF THANKS
BORN
nesday evening at the Temple at returned to New Bedford Monday.
Willard C. Colburn, Capt. F. C. Arey,
K .Crowell, returned Monday.
We wish to express our heart Feft thanks to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Shields.
Di Inkwater— Spruce Head. Aug. —. to Mr.
PRIZES
AWARDED
7.30. On Sept. 12 at 1 o’clock at the
our
many
friends
and relatives foi their kindly j and Mi Norma nDrinkwater. a son. Norman,
Mr. and Mrs. Lew J. Wallace have
Mrs. Eliza E. Brockman. 68, died
F. P. Alexander.
Mrs.
Grace
Conway
was
hostess
to
aid and sympathy during our late bereave
Temple, a school of instruction will moved to EasL Friendship having va
Fr
at her home here Tuesday. She
Honorable Mention
ineiit : also for the many beautiful floral
be held by the Grand Lecturer, cated their former home which was leaves a husband. William W. Brock the Pals Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok Finley H. Calder, .1. H. Moody. Mrs. tributes.
Especially do we thank Hip Fellow
Miss
Sara
Bunker
left
Saturday
for
Samuel R. Furbish of Brunswick. All recently purchased by Charles D. man. two sons and two daughters.
DIED
Workmen. Painters' I'nlon. Burpee Furniture
Port Jervis where she has taught
< o i nipiovps. Captatu -ui'i craw pi the t<am
Vanner*—Razorville, Aug. 39, Evella Tibbetts
Master Masons in good standing are M urphy.
Make Annual Garden Club Priscilla Lamb, Parker George. Fred ship
Funeral services were held in Harold several terms. Miss Phyllis Black
Southport.
Mis.
Snowman
and
all
others
Vanuer.
aged
$4
years.
Heal,
E.
(1.
Wiley,
Mrs.
Anna
II.
cordially invited to attend this school.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Patton of W. Flanders’ funeral parlors Thurs accompanied her and will also teach
furni: lied ears.
I’inkham—Rbekland. Sept. 4. Josephine C.,
Creamer. Chauney Richardson. Wil that
Awards.
Sons, daughters and Sister of the late WII
wife of Cyrus S. Plnkham, aged -!9 years, 7
Philadelphia • are visiting their par day, with Rev. H. O. Megert as of there.
lard Tiffany. John Cross. Mrs. Percy llnii) Searles.
• moutliH, 11 days. Funeral Thursday at 1
Milton M. Griffin, Republican State ents here.
ficiating clergyman. Burial was in
Mrs. W.
Adelbert Smith and
o'clock.
A capacity crowd filled the opera Lucco, Charles Burrell, Herman
Committeeman for Knox County, at
Miss Helen Rauskolb has returned Randolph.
McLain Appleton. Sept. 3, Annie F. Mc
daughter Nathalie and Mrs. O. V. house. Saturday night to witness the Rowley. E. C. Young, A. II. Parsons.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
tended Saturday’s luncheon at the to her home in> Medford after passing
Lain. aged 68 years. 1 month. 5 days. Fu
An article of interest to Waldoboro Drew
and daughter Cleo spent
Mrs. Eugenia Fisher. E. K. Moore,
Notice Is hereby given that the Board neral Thursday at 2 o'clock.
Augusta House and heard the inspir the summer I with her family at the readers in the Boston Advertiser con
Thursday in Rockland and were also ^warding of the Edward P» >k prizes Crawford Young, B. F. .Matthews. of Registration will lie in session at their
Frost Rockland, Sept. 3, Abbie A., widow
ing addresses by National Chairman Spruces.
cerns Miss Mildred Waltz, a former guests of Mrs. RayKnowlton in The stage was dressed as an attrac- Mrg Ciarence a. Fish, Mrs. Bert C. room In the City Building. Spring Street, of Oscar S. Frost, aged 79 years. 1 months, 24
Herbert C. Wbrk and National Secre
upon nine secular days preceding flic tenth da.vs Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
Mr. and Jrt-s. James Spear and resident of this town. She is secre Camden.
live flower garden and Charles Dana Bean, Frank Newton, George Kitchen, day of September. 1928. tor the purpose of
Froliock Lincolnville, Aug. 31, Lewis Frotary Franklin W. Fort. He came Miss Alice Bfoss returned to their tary and student aviator at the Hy
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gray visited in Gibson of Seven Hundred Acre Island Fred Plummer, Mrs. W. Bowden, .1. .1. rovising and correcting the voting lists of liock, aged »14 years.
home convinced that the Republican home in Washington, D. C., Sunday.
the city.
annis airport, a former pupil at the Rockland Saturday.
Kennedy.
Fred
Trask,
'Owen
Staples,
campaign had lieen entrusted to good
The board will be in session the first six
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bosworth, Boston Pniversity hut art. which lield
A party of workmen from Port was in charge of the meeting. Arthur Mrs. Joshua Marshall, llemy Hand- of said days from 9 a. m to I p m ami
hands.
Miss Ann Bosworth, James L. Tay first place in her ambitions has given Clyde,
from 3 p, in to 5 |». m. and from 7 p. In. to
formerly
employed
here G. Staples, editor of the Lewiston .
Mrs.
Jennie
Tibbetts,
Di
.
Millard
Journal, was the principal speaker! ran
9 p. m. As the last three days of said session
lor and Miss Janet Taylor returned way to aviation, the paper states,
The Square Deal Garage la open for to their horrte in Holyoke. Tuesday, Miss Waltz has flown many times and passed the weekend and holiday in and brought just the right touch to I B. Long. A. T. Newhall. George Mutch, are For the purpose of verifying said JLts Home work. Only ex.pet ienced tnaktown.
Miss Jessie B. Hosmer, E. Bracy, Idle and lo complete and close up the records of
...
,...... . ,
business at 65 Limerock street. Auto after a vacation passed at their home is anticipating a solo flight.
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Veazie of Rock the evening. The prizes were award- i Leonard. Mrs. Alice Yates, Lucius the session, no names will be added to or eis "ho Will furnish good \ Ol k
repairing, body and fender work. here.
H. 1. Eugiey of Hazardville, Conn, land were guests over the weekend ed h.v Mr. and Mis. Bek. and judging , Leach. Frank Richards, C. Thorndike, stricken from said lisjs on said days
1 promptly need apply OLD SPARTaxi service day and night. Tel.
By order of the Board ot Registration.
from the ^generous applause the i Thomas French. Edwin Burkett. Mrs.
'HAWK MTLLS, So. Portland, Me.
Mrs. Dexter Hill of Newton visit is spending his vacation in town.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld.
HENRY M. I»E IKH’HEMONT, ( bairiinii.
24C-.I and 1000.—adv.
105*106 ed Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. Kirkpatrick
105-116
Gordon Hodgdon and Mrs. Ella
Miss Meta Ingerson has returned awards were well placed.
--0 B. I. Pendleton, Mrs. Wallace Page,
The awards, amounting to
Lee. who have been spending a few to Pearl River where she is employe i
over the weekend.
■ George Simmons, Frank Thorndike.
were placed in this manner:
Mr. and Mrs. F. Douglas Arm days with her sister, Mrs. John H in teaching.
Mrs. A. B. Outhouse. Herbert M. Ran
strong and son Knox, thave returned Miller, returned Sunday to WhterBest Gardens
Mrs. Nancy Gray of Portland ar
kin, F. W. Miller, laru II. Higgins.
to their home in Beach Bluffs, Mass. hury. Conn., accompanied by their rived Saturday.
$100—Mrs. Winfield S. Richards, George Conant. II. J. Potter, Arthur
The deathi of Melvin Wallace oc niece. Monarite.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Lit by and High street.
Knowlton. Harry Bishop, Guy CucinMiss
Grace
Morse
of
Philadelphia
curred
Saturday
night.
Mr.
Wallace
children
Richard
and
Jane
w$50—Mrs. Charles G. Smith, Sea olta. George IL Rogers. Arthur Davis,
ENSILAGE CUTTERS
had been ill for sometime but his is visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Black. guests of his parents Mr. an dMrs. street.
Mrs. Kate Sherman, Nathan F.
Mrs. Joseph B. Welt and Miss T. E. Libby the past few days.
death camo as a shock to the whole
Recognized generally—
|25—Mrs. Eden C. Maddoeks. Elm Preble.
community. He is survived by his Gertrude Newbert have been spend
Miss Cudsworth, Miss Ralston. street.
BECAUSE—
wife. Sylvia (Prior) and five sons, ing several days in Old Orchard.
Miss Tewksbury and Mr. Paul of
$25—Herbert Duffell. Elm street.
Miss Ellen Smith of Cooper’s Mills Boston occupied Idlewild at Shore
Alton. Lowell, Leland and Carroll of
It takes little power to elevate—
Best Lawns
Papers for every room in the house
Friendship and LeRoy of Thomaston. spent the weekend with her parents, Acres the past week.
It throws as well as blows—
$100—Charles E. DiplocK, Elm at big reduction in prices at Gonia’s.—
Mrs. Altoq Thompson. Miss Ellen Judge and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
Joseph Leopold of New York wus
adv.
106-107
street.
A Republican rally will be held a guest at Rockaway Inn Friday.
Thompson, Mi;s. Horace Flanders and
It has powerful self-feed, and no
$50—Mrs. Oscar Grinnell. Limerock
son Richard motored to Portland here Friday evening. Music will be
Mr. and Mrs. Veazie Allen and son
clogging—
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey of Wal furnished by the Waldoboro Band who were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. street.
$25—Walter Bowden. Elm street.
It has a one piece, absolutely rigid
doboro spent the weekend with Mr which will give its usual concert be
Alfred Creed the past week have re
$25—Mrs. Etta I. Wright. Brookside
fore the street dance, after the rally turned to Massachusetts.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Stenger.
semi-steel frame, no wood—
avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K. Stowell Hon. Joseph L. Hooper, congressman
Mrs. Ora Jones of Belfast arrived
It has sheet steel drums, instead
from Michigan and Hon. Wallace H
are on a motor trip to Canada.
New Gardens and Lawns
Saturday at her home accompanied
of cast iron—
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus A. Morse and •White will be the speakers.
$100—Samuel Salvo.
Mechanic
by Mrs. Faustina Roberts.
son Roger of Thomaston and Mr. and
EVERY
The Swarthmore Chautauqua pro street.
It 7s easy to set up and operate
Mrs. Robert H. Libby of Friendship
$50—Camden Community Hospital.
grams
have
pleased
large
evening
Teach
the
Child
to
and convenient to move—
are enjoying a week’s motor trip to
audiences and given good satisfac
Out-Standing Gardens or Lawns
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Quebec and Montreal.
Read With Pleasure tion as was evidenced in the delight A.
It has six fans—adjustable knives.
B. Bennett. Roger Rhodes, OrMiss IrmaJV’elsch of Marblehead
A very superlicial study of a
expressed during the performance rington Cross, Mrs. J. A. Brown.
Mass., is visiting at The Spruces.
at
child's mind would reaveal the fact
and the hearty applause to the clev Clarence Mitchell, Eugene Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young and son that the primary characteristic Is
erness of the artists, to each group Leslie Mashall, Mrs. Ada Wasgatt.
Frederick, George Cook and Mr. and Imitation. In fact, this slnjrle trait
in turn and to Herbert Leon Cope in Leo Strong. Mrs. Fred S. Beal, Ed
Owl’s Head Town Hall
Mrs. Almon Packard and daughter Includes the majority of tlie acquis
his humorous lecture. “Take My Ad ward Goodwin. Mrs .Lucius W. Howe,
Mary sailed to Monhegan Sunday.
vice,’’ a fine comedy was thorough Mrs. S. G. Ritterhusli. Mrs. Charles
itive powers of a child up to the
IBOTtf
Mrs. George.Cook visited the past age of seven. If a child were shut
ly enjoyed. It was a treat as a de Atkins, (’apt. E. 11. Tinker, Mrs.
ENSILAGE CUTTERS
week with her cousin Mrs. Waltre Dll' from all human contact, all read
lightful wholesome comedy. Owing
Davis on Monhegan Island.
Ensilage cut with a Blizzard is
to the lack in number of children
ing matter, until it were seven
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Mills and fam
there will he no juvenile program.
years of age, the brain of tlie child
evenly cut; well packed, and
ily have returned to their home in would he that of a month-old in
An excellent program of music is
keeps well. All cobs are well
Winchester, Mass., after passing th > fant. Tlie problem becomes that
promised for Monday evening.
broken up.
summer here.
of furnishing tlie proper examples
Mrs. Solon Wilder and son Robert
Opening meeting of the Hospil il
for the child to Imitate. His play
Labor is saved by automatic feed;
Mrs. Thomas C. Leavens and Charles mates are selected by watchful par
Campaign at Temple Hall Monday
V 7-^'
every ounce of power counts.
C. Brooks, —r., returned to Gardner, ents. They endeavor to create an
night at 7.30. Election returns i The
Mass.,
Monday.
The Blizzard elevates to any angle.
ceived. All invited.
106-107
ideal home life for the child, but
North
Richard Wilder arrived here Fri few pay any attention to the prop
It is built to care for temporary
day from Ntfrth Bridgton to spend a er selection of reading matter for
National
overloads.
week.
REPAIRING
the child.
Bank
Dr.
W.
H.
Hahn
motored
to
Port
The most indelible Impressions
All gears are enclosed.
land Mondaj.M
ETTA BLACKINTON will do re
ALL THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS are
made ou a child's mind are those
Every Blizzard is factory tested to
pairing, relining, ladies' and men's
Mr. and Mrs.'Robert W. Armstrong made by pictures and words en
called for payment September 15, 1928, and
clothing.
Sewing
of
all
kinds
so

and
family
have
returned
to
their
a speed higher than will be used
countered in the reading of the
interest stops on that date.
home in Winchester, Mass.
licited at 49 FULTON ST., Southin service and built to stand up
child. The goal striven for by most
Mrs. John McQueen, a guest of
end Tel. 960-J.
106’TIOO
parents is early instruction for
at I ow upkeep cost.
Wc would be pleased to handlo bonds for collection, or will accept
Mrs. LaForest R. Burns, was taken
their children. That, In some cases,
It’s Time to Think of
seriously ill with caute appendicitis
same up to September 15, 1928, at 100 and interest to September 15,
Blizzard has capacity, convenience,
is a grave mistake.
During the
Saturday and was removed to the
for deposit at our Savings Department. Deposits will draw interest
safety, adjustability, durability,
formative period, that is, tlie early
State
Street Hospital. Portland,
years of the life of the child, tlie
dependability, labor saving, and
from September 1.
where a successfu 1 operation was
aim should be to amuse the child
perfect performance.
performed. •
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held by us for safe keeping will
nnd not to attempt to instruct It be
AT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb with
be collected and proceeds placed on deposit in our Savings Depart
Joseph Benner and son Dwight of fore its brains can grasp the les
The Best the Market Affords—Yet Very Reasonable
WE ARE STATE AGENTS
ment to the credit of the owners subject to their order unless other
Dorchester, ^lass., spent the weekend son set before It.
Pioneer
Pavilion
The child’s reading should be
in Price
with Mrs. Artgfe Simmons of Lawry.
wise instructed.
EAST UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Benner of Port such that he himself can under
stand
it.
The
stories
should
he
land visited relatives in town Sun“amusingly imitative.”
The char
EVERY SATURD’Y EVG
| Jay.
The lobster smack. Chester Mar- acters should enter the “play life"
of
tlie
child.
Let
the
reading
Music by
LOUIS MARCUS. Proprietor
ROCKLAND, MAINE
I shall, Capt. Holland was in from
70 Years a- Seed Store
Isle au Haut Sunday with lobsters serve as & pleasant companion for
3
1
3-3
1
9
Main
Street
Tel. 980
Rockland
74
YEARS
1923
1854
your
child,
not
as
a
hated
task

Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
I for the Consolidated Pound.

SATURDAY NIGHT, SEPTEMBER 8

HEAR

SENATOR JAMESE. WATSON

OFF FOR SCHOOL FULLY EQUIPPED

AT CHILDREN’S PLAYGROUND

Dress

—

Wool Pant

$3.98, $4.98

Suits

$1.95

Hosiery

$4.98

$2.95

$9.75

If You Plan to Make the New Garments

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Braided Rug Makers

PAPEC

DANCE

BLIZZARD

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN
BONDS

r

Allen’s Heaters

DANCING

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

Kendall & Whitney

Portland

■

Maine

I

Among those of the townspeople
who

attends * Cam pmeeting-

in

master.—Kansas City Star,

73T&Th-tf

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

■lllllllllklllHIIIIllllllllISlSimilJIIIIIIIII

I Do you get blue? i
Are you nervous and de
pressed without knowing
why? Are you touchy and
unreasonable? Do you cry
without any apparent rea
son? This trying mental
condition is often the result
of run-down physical con
dition. Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
As your general health im
proves, your whole outlook
will change. You
iwu will
«... tind
....u
new strength, fresh hope
and an increasing joy in life. '

THE CIRCLE OF
DISTINCTION

25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity
in
1903.

Quality
is our aim

in preparing and

our

erecting

Me

Cemetery

morials.

Let us quote prices and ad

Ernest, son of Frank Pendleton, fell
from a staging at the rear of Farwell
Opera House breaking his left arm
an.l bruising one leg. It was a 40-foot
fall.
The Union street macadam road
was completed at a cost of $5500.
It was voted to liquidate the Limerock National Bank, and the institu
tion was to be known as the Security
Trust Co. George W. Berry was
elected president and Jurvia C. Perrytreasurer.
Seth Low, mayor of New York was
a visitor in the city.
■
The body of John Barter who had
been missing since July 9 was found
■
near Hurricane Isle. It was thought
■ that his boat had been struck by
lightning. Mr. Barter was 48.
The following warships visited
Rockland harbor: Battleships Kearsage, Illinois, Alabama and Texas;
cruisers Olympia, Baltimore and
Chicago; auxiliary cruisers, Yankee
Pastoria is a comfort when Baby
and Panther; Anarmored gunboats, is fretful. No sooner taken than the
"
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO., LYNN, MASS.
■
Scorpion and Vixen; training ships, little one is at ease. If restless, a
Hartford and Essex; torpedo boat few drops soon bring contentment.
B
B
destroyers, Whipple, Lawrence. Trux No harm done, for Pastoria is a baby
ton. Worden and Stewart; refrigera remedy, meant for babies. Perfectly
tor ship. Culgoa; colliers. Caesar, safe to give the youngest infant;
Marcelles and Sterling; tugs, Peoria you have the doctors' word for that!
and Nina—a total of 25.
It is a vegetable product and you
W. P. Cook cut himself quite badly could use it every day. But it’s in
while working in Cobb, Butler & Co.’s an emergency that Castoria means
most. Some night when constipation
shipyard.
Mrs. Sarah E. Lewis sustained a must be relieved—or colic pains—or
other suffering. Never be without it;
broken leg.
Clarence Blackington. son of Jesse some mothers keep an extra bottle,
M. Blackington, was captain and unopened, to make sure there will
shortstop of the Mechanic Falls base always be Uastoria in the house. It
is effective for older children, too;
ball team.
The 27th annual reunion of the read the book that comes with it.
First Maine Heavy Artillery Associa
tion was held with Lafayette Carver
Post, G.A.R. in Vinalhaven.
Col.
Thomas G. Libby was elected presi
dent. A banquet and ball were the
features.
Hiram Farrington. Janitor at the
postotfice fell from his bicycle, strain Fifieid of Stonington and Alice M.
ing himself badly.
Orcutt of Franklin.
Miss Edith Bicknell was elected a
Friendship, Aug. 15, Harry Poland
teacher in the Eastport High School. and Jennie Hathorn.
Clifford. 3-year-old son of Ralph C.
Rockport, Aug. 15, Henry T. Carle
Staples was burned quite badly when ton of Rockport and Miss Mabel
his clothes caught fire.
Bryant of Camden.
Hotel Savoy was quite badly dam
Rockland, Aug. 18. Chester E. Cope
aged by fire. Mrs. John Murphy, land and Bertha R. Martin.
sister-in-law- of the proprietor was
Thomaston. Aug. 18. Levi Mank of
partially overcome by smoke while Thomaston and Miss Lena Meservey
notifying the other occupants of their of South Thomaston.
danger. Elias J. Burroughs of the
Rockland. Aug. 18, Edward K.
Burpee Hose Co. was quite badly cut Leighton of Thomaston and Miss
by a fragment of glass from a broken Winifred L. Spear of Rockiand.
skylight. The fire was supposed to
Rockland. Aug. 19, Louis E. Shaw
have been caused by rats.
and Grace E. Green.
Harold, son of Gershom L. Burgess
Rockland. Aug. 19, Ralph G. Merrill
of Rockport fell 35 feet from a tree, of St. Louis and Lena St. Clair of
while building a playhouse, but Rockland.
landed on some boughs and no bones
Matinlcus. Aug. 14. Everett E. Ames
were broken.
©TMl INTC.NATIOMAL 8TNDICATC.
and Virginia D. Thompson.
Ralph G. Stone suffered broken fin
Rockland. Aug. 22. Otis A. Dolham
gers while repairing an automobile.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
of Warren and Isabelle 11. Barrows of
Mrs. Almon Bird died at-her home Rockland.
10- A frollo
3-For what reason
34-Man’s name
on Cedar street, aged 69 years.
Thomaston. Aug. 22. F. Eugene
11- Hymenopterous
36- Moross
5-Unlte together
Dan Sobel and H. Morrier estab Welt and Gussie A. Kerr.
Insect
37Heart
of
fruit
(pi.)
7-Cut In two
lished the Camden Cigar Manufactur
Stonington. Aug. 8. Frank H. Rob
9-Quay
13-Feminlne hats
39-Combat between
ing Co.
bins and Cora L. Pinkham.
15-Rodent
11- Prepositlon
two persons
Florence, daughter of Mrs. Marga
Stonington, Aug. 7, Burpee C.
17-Nlght robber
12- Foea
40- Welght (abbr.)
ret Hurley Paladino was accidentally Gardner and Clara Gross.
19-E rased
41- Sportlve
14-Route of travel
hot with an air gun while at play on
Warren. Aug. 26. Frank G. Creigh
21-Weary
(abbr.)
43- Point of compass
urnmer street. The bullet struck ton of Warren and Miss Agnes H.
23-Deadly
(abbr.)
16-One who apes
just above the right temple, but the Green of Union.
25- Angry
gentility
44- Apartmente for
hild was not seriously wounded.
Rockland. Aug. 21. Marlin C Lelgher
26- Pipe for drawing
18- Shop selling milk
Mohammedan
The community was greatly shocked and Sarah M. Thompson.
women
liquids
and butter
by a tragedy at Ash Point which cost
Rockland. Aug. 28, Edward A,
46-Annoy
28-Polnt of compass
19-A mariner's
the lives of four young men belonging Walker and Mrs. Nellie Morey.
30- Domlclle
eompaaa
48- Blrd’s craw
to Rockland families. The victims
Winthrop, Mass., Aug. 31, Alden W.
31- Feeble
20- Racetraek tipster
49- Fasten with cord
were Harold K. Crocker, son of Jona- Butler of South Thomaston and Mary
32- Froth
22- Run regularly
ban \V. Crocker, aged 22; Charles W. E. Sleeper of Winthrop.
VERTICAL
33- Clever
between two ports
Holmes, son of Capt. John H. Holmes,
Philadelphia, Aug. 28, William H.
1- Juplter
iged 21; Frank F. Veazle. son of Mrs. Gross of Lee, Mass., and Kate L.
23- Old term for feast
35-Unused
2Blg
waves
Mary
F.
Yeazie,
aged
20;
and
Ray

24- Formally neat
37- Ball of yarn
Tobey of Thomaston.
mond G. Hall, son of Hudson G. Hall,
3- Pronoun
26-Converse
38- Fatty tissue of
4- Go
aged 18. The four young men accom
27-To tend by force of
sheep and oxen
John L. Goss, the Stonington gran
panied by Oliver F. Hills of Rockland
6-Watery part of milk
gravity
41- Beseech
nd Thomas V. Hodges of Bridgton ite magnate hotight a residence in
6-One who owes
2&-A vehicle on
42- Hidlng place
were in a motor boat bound from Dorchester. Mass.
(abbr.)
runners
45-Part of verb "to be”
Vertina. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Rockland to Pleasant Beach, where
7- Veranda
29-Track
they planned to spend the weekend mund W. McCallum of Warren was
47-Point of compass
31-Burden *
8-Qather In
with City Solicitor James E. Rhodes. drowned in the river, while playing
(abbr.)
82-NourlsheH
9- Strona and flexible
Gasoline leaking into the bottom of in a boat. The victim was 8 years
Solution to Previous Puzzle
the leiat was thrown by the fly-wheel old.
t>*0-»0—0—0”0>0«-0«0—0 toward a lighted lantern, and this was
Frederick A., 3-year-old son of
believed to have caused the explosion, Charles Waltz of South Thomaston,
which made it necessary for the oc died of ptomaine poisoning.
Miss Emily Burd resigned her po
cupants of the boat to leap into the
sea. The bodies were all recovered, sition with the New England Tele
By EDNA PURDY WALSH
nd the four subsequent funerals were phone Co. in Camden. She was suc
ceeded by Fessenden W. Miller who
the occasion of public mourning.
J. Pearl Billings was appointed sub had been with the two telephone com
Adhesive Tape for Picture stitute letter carrier, having passed panies in Rockland.
Services were held in the Old
the highest examination.
Frames
Charles A. Rose sprained one of his Church on the Hill in Thomaston,
SIDE from the hairpin, It is
wrists badly when he slipped on the Rev. H. I. Holt delivering the address.
Solos were sung by Prof. G. B.
doubtful if any one other
rocks at Monhegan.
household article is as useful and Eighty men were employed at Cobb, Matthews and Miss Rose Hayden.
versatile ns adhesive tape. When
Alton Grover, quartermaster on the
Butler & Co.'s shipyard.
• • • •
all its medical and surgical uses
ocean steamer Hawaiian was at his
are mentioned there are still other
Thomaston home from New York.
These births were recorded:
uses, such as picture framing, to
Joseph Hall Carleton of Carleton,
South Thomaston, Aug. 25, to Mr.
he filled by adhesive tape. After
and Mrs. Almon Maker of Popliam Pascal & Co., died in Rockport, aged
the tape has been placed on the
43 years.
Beach, a daughter,
glass and picture, it can be tinted
Capt. William J. Lermond of the ill
Rockport, Aug. 21. to Mr. and Mrs.
a neutral tint to harmonize with
fated Washington B. Thomas was
Manassah Spear, a daughter.
the room. By careful fitting of the
Ash Point. Aug. 16. to Mr. and Mrs. knocked down by a trolley car in New
3628
corners a neat piece of work is se
York, breaking bis collarbone and in
Leon Learned, a son.
cured.
Vinalhaven. Aug. 15, to Mr. and juring his side and head.
KEEP RIGHT ON
As insulation for electrical wires,
Thomaston h:ld a new 600-gallon
Mrs. W. H. Burns, a son.
adhesive tape is specially handy.
Ingraham Hill, Aug. 21, to Mr. and street sprinkler, Clifford Clark was
A very fine tailored skirt can be Mrs. Charles W. Livingston, a son.
ENJOYING
driver.
The Thomaston brick plant was in
Friendship. Aug. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
FRESH
Ulysses Wallace, a son, Arthur Roose operation.
An addition to the Knox Woolen
velt.
Vinalhaven, Aug. 17, to Mr. and Mill in Camden was being built.
FROM THE GARDEN
Mrs. William A. Fifield, a son.
Vinalhaven. Aug. 25, to Mr.* and
GREEN PEAS
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson, a daughter.
Warren. Aug. 22. to Mr. and Mrs. C.
FIRE ALARM
AT YOUR TABLE
P. Payson, a son.
Burkettville, Aug. 19. to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Miller, a son. Barclay Ross. 25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
INSIST
iWorren. July 24. to Mr. and Mrs. 27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
near Snow’s Store
Thomas J. Carroll, a daughter, Grace
AT ANY GROCERS ON
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Elizabeth.
Warren, July 24, to Mr. and Mrs. 33 Tillson Avenue
Willard Hunt, a daughter, Ruth 34 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
35 Main Street, Corner North
Elizabeth.
35 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Six
37 Main Street, Corner Park
These marriaages were recorded:
effectively hemmed without u seam
Rockland. Aug. 8, AValter R. Wood 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
Sizes
by
applying
adhesive
tape
under

FINEST
of Boston and Miss Rosina R. Smith 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Look for
neath, and pressing with a hot iron.
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
of Rockland.
Golf clubs, tennis rackets, and
the
Rockland. Aug. 10, Sherman L. 45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
even
the
tops
of
children
’
s
rubbers
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
Arrow
Brazier and Honora Hamilton.
can be mended witli it. A slipping
Stonington, July 26, George W. Gott 47 Knox County General Hospital
on the
heel of a summer pump is easily
and Mrs. Addie Morey.
; 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
remedied by a small strip of ad
Label
Thomaston, Aug. 11 Clifford M. 49 Camden and Front Streets
hesive.
Spear and Edith F. Harrington, both 51 Head of Cedar Street
An obstinate corner of a rug that
of Warren.
52 West Meadow Road
constantly turns up may be cured
Razorville, Aug. 14, Eugene Light 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
by pasting a small strip on ttie un
and Miss Blanche Cunningham.
54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
derside at a firm tension.
Long
Cove,
Aug.
17,
Harold
A.
62 Militia Call
Adhesive wound around three or
75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
1928 PACK
four medicine bottles, holding them Banford and Blanche E. Slingshy.
Rockland. Aug. 17. Walter Peavey 85 Out-of-town call
upright ami together will prevent
of Somerville. Mass., and Ida J. May- 22 Chiefs Call
THE FINEST EVER
them spilling during traveling.
Repeated, No School
hew of Rockland.
5
(©. 1927, Western Newspaper Union.)
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vise you upon the selection of

a suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery Plot.

W. E. Doman & Son
Inc.
East Union, Maine
Authorized Distributors of
Granite and Marbla

l>T-tf

When your

dTKfark every gravy

Children Ciy
for It

i
: Vegetable Compound i

: Lyxlia E.PinkKam's

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

CASTORIA

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

OAF sugar for coffee and
granulated sugar for cereal is
the rule. In the same way
crushed pineapple and sliced pine
apple have their distinct appointed
uses. The crushed is for madedishes—sherbets, brown Betties,
salads, and so on. The sliced is
for quick salads and desserts and
for frying and baking. The slices
are ideal, too, for garnishes and
as a dessert which is all ready to
serve.

L

Often a salad made with the
sliced pineapple will have a particu
lar appeal to the eye. How pretty,
for instance, is one made of sliced
avocado and halved pineapple
rings! Others are made by using
a slice of pineapple as a foundation
and then piling mixtures of chick
en, cole slaw, or other salad upon
it. Fresh fruits piled on these dis
tinctive circles have an amusingly
sophisticated air quite at variance
with their usual inturmal character.
Where the Ring Shines
And did vou ever serve pineapple
on a cake? It transforms a well
known dessert into something that
is fit for any company—and is en
joyed by any company, too. Prob
ably you have made fritters—using
the rings of pineapple, but have
you ever made turnovers, folding
the pastry over a half slice; or have
you made pineapple “doughnuts”
by covering the pineapple with bis
cuit dough and then baking it? If
not, there are treats in store for
you, and all from the slice of pine
apple.
Another place where the ring
shines is in entrees. Fried, on a
lamb chop, topping off a casserole
of baked sweet potatoes, garnish
ing a steak, combined with rice
and sausages and baked—these are
just a few of the roles which the
versatile pineapple slice can play.

Here are some recipes in which
these rings play their part;

Pineapple Salad de Luxe:

Dice

a

cold boiled chicken and add twothirds as much finely cut celery as
chicken. For each person place a
slice of Hawaiian pineapple on a
bed of lettuce leaves.
On each
slice lay four tips of canned as
paragus, and cover asparagus with
chicken mixture.
Garnish with
slices of stuffed olives and serve
with mayonnaise.

Brown-Eyed Susan: Place a slice
of pineapple on a lettuce leaf. Mold
pimiento cheese into slender point
ed rolls long enough to cover pine
apple from center to edge. Lay
roils on slice like petals of a flower.
Stone a ripe olive and place in cen
ter. Garnish with mayonnaise.
Golden Rings

Pineapple “Douphnuts”: Make bak
ing powder biscuit mixture, sifting
one tablespoon sugar with flour.
Roll out in a very thin sheet and
cut in circles slightly larger than
a slice of pineapple. Make a small
hole in the center of each circle.
Place a slice of pineapple on one
circle, brush edges with water,
cover pineapple with another circle
of dough and press edges firmly
together. Bake in a hot oven (450’
F.) for fifteen to twenty minutes.
Serve with whipped cream as a
dessert.
Savarin of Pineapple: Use a round
tube pan for baking plain sponge
cake mixture. Add one-half cup
sugar to one can sliced Hawaiian
pineapple. Boil for fifteen min
utes; cool. Arrange cake on serv
ing platter. Pierce with a fork
and gently pour syrup into cake
until it is all absorbed. Arrange
pineapple slices around cake, over
lapping the slices.
Pile slightly
sweetened whipped cream on top
and serve.
Oahu Pineapple Cal:e:
Pake a
thin sheet of plain cake. Cut into
six rounds the size of pineapple
slices. Frost the rims with frost
ing made with three-fourths cup
confectioner’s sugar, one teaspoon
orange iuice. and one teaspoon

pineapple syrup. Place a slice of
Hawaiian
pineapple
on
each,
sprinkle with one-half cup chopped
nuts. Cover hole in pineapple slice
with a delicately browned marsh
mallow,
a
I
With Meats and Potatoes
Crisp Bacon with Pineapple: Fry
twelve strips of bacon, pouring oft
fat as it forms in order that bacon
may be dry and crisp. Remove
to hot platter and keep hot. Sea
son a little flour with salt and
pepper. Dip six slices of Hawaiian
pineapple into the flour and cover
both sides. Brown in a little very
hot bacon fat. This may be served
with crisp cold lettuce for a sun
nier breakfast.

medium sized sweet potatoes in
boiling water until soft. Drain, peel
and mash. Add two tablespoons
butter and one-fourth cup pineap
ple syrup from the can, and beat
until light. Half fill baking dish
with potato; cover with layer of
wedge shaped pieces of pineapple
and marshmallows cut in halves.
Fill dish with potato and lay slices
of pineapple on top. Sprinkle with
brown sugar. Place whole marsh
mallows in holes of pineapple
slices. Bake in a moderate oven
until the marshmallows brown and
melt slightly.
Baked Ham Hawaiian:
Cover a
slice of ham cut one and one-half
to two inches thick in cold water
and bring to boiling point. Cool
slowly for thirty minutes. Drain
off water, place ham in a shallow
baking di'h. Stick in six whole
cloves.
Cover with one-half cup
soft bread crumbs, .arrange slices
of pineapple on the ham and
cover with more bread crumbs
which have been well seasoned.
Sprinkle generously with brown
sugar and pour pineapple syrup
around bam. Bake in a moderate
oven (350° F.) forty-five minutes
to one hour, or until top is well
browned.

jExaminafion of East Side Schoolboys
Finds High Percentage Hard of Hearing

Aug.

1,

Charles

H. 1-1

Stewart-Warner
RADIO
THE NEW

801 and 801-A Receivers
Amazing,

New,

Complete

The Ultimate in Radio

CARROLL’S GARAGE
PHONE 151

THOMASTON

97T&S109

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wet
Wash, Rough Dry, Finiah
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

f

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, f7.45 a. in., tl-55 P- «n , k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m,
Bangor, t7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., L4.45 p. in.,
J6.10 p. m.
Boston, 17.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
X6.10 p. tn.
Brunswick, |7.45 a. tn., f 1.55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
X6.10 p. ni.
Lewiston. J7.45 a. m., tl*55p. m.
New York, k4.45 p. ni., |G*10 p. ni.
Philadelphia, C6*10 p. in.
Portland, t7.45 a. tn., fl.55 p. tn., k4.45 p. tn.,
X0.10 p. in.
Washington, C6*1O p. m.
Waterville, |7.45 a. tn., |L55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
*,6.10 p. in.
Daily, except. Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
* Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalhaven,

North Haven, Stonington
Swan's Island

and

Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. in. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island daily except
Sunday at 6.30 a. in., Stonington 7.30. North
Haven 8.30 ; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent

A

Stonington,

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Saeef Potato Casserole: Cook six

TRY THIS

BAXTER'S

Sines 1840 thia firm haa
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. UcBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
Testing children for deafness by means of a Western Electric audiometer. The examination was conducted
under the supervision of the New York League for the Hard of Hearing.
A
striking demonstration of the I
value of regular hearing tests for pub
lic school children was recently given
in an examination of a group of chil
dren from New York’s lower East
Side. For what seemed to be a typical
elementary class, tests with an audio
meter revealed five out of the thirtyfive boys examined were markedly
deaf. Through enrolling the tmys with
impaired hearing in lip-reading classes,
the New York League for the Hard
of Hearing, which made the test, will
presumably make it possible for them
to keep up with their classmates, with
out being considered “stupid” because
of failure to understand what is
going on.
Over 3,000,000 school children in the
country are partially deaf, according
to an estimate based on tests made in
many of the principal cities where ex
perimental or regular annual examina

Flies have caused more deaths than
all wars combined—yet some of us do
nothing to help prevent future casu
alties. Flies have no preference—
you or some of your family or friends
may be next. Start today—and kilt
every one you see. It is very easy if
you use the product produced and
perfected by the foremost industrial
institute of its kind in the world. It
is fragrant and harmless to mankind,
but kills aJl household insects. Just
follow instructions on blue label of
hottie. INSIST upon FLY-TOX from
Two single strokes fire all out. your retailer.—adv.

tions are given. The.se examinations
for discovering those hard of hearing
have only been possible since 1926,
when adequate instruments were made
available for that purpose. At that
time the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
the research unit of the Bell Tele
phone System, perfected an instrument
to accurately determine the degree of
deafness through tests of persons sin
gly or in groups. Through the co
operation of the American Federation
of Leagues for the Hard of Hearing
and of the American Medical Asso
ciation, the practicability of audio
meter tests was established and the
Western Electric Company began the
manufacture of the instruments.
With the need for aural tests long
apparent to health authorities, public
schools in many of the leading cities
were quick to add them to the exami
nations previously established for the

orc of eyes and teeth. Some of these
cities arc Cleveland, Detroit, San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
Worcester, Springfield (Mass.), Syra
cuse. Rochester (N. Y.), Omaha, St
Louis, Baltimore, and Washington,
D. C
In New York City systematic aural
examinations are confined to the high
schools, although a greater need for
such tests in the lower grades is
pointed out by the League for the
Hard of Hearing, due to the fact that
curative help is more effective in early
years and aids to understanding can he
more easily taught. There are over a
million children enrolled in the public
schools of New York City, and of
these it is estimated 125,000 are ham
pered in their learning through being
partially deaf. In Chicago aural tests
in the public schools are still in the
experimental stage.

DR. HERMANCE’S ASTHMA & HAY FEVER
MEM CONQUERS ASTHMA-HAY FEVER

By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
79-tf

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to (
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tsl. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to B
Evenlnars bv Apoolntmant

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours; 1 to S and 7 to I P. M
Residence until 9 A. M„ and by

Appointment.

It is (EM 1*11 ATM’A LEY) the medicine that should be in the-Jjtosspssion of
J every person alllicted with Asthma-1lay Fever; it relieves at once, often as
■ if bv magic INSTANTANEOUSLY—the difficulty of breathing and sense
! of suffocation that constitute the-characteristic symptoms of that disease.
! And by continuing its u< > daily, between the paroxysms, it removes, by its
alternatives Infldence, that morbid condition upon which the disease dej pends All druggists. Full month’s treatment $5.00. Claude A. Bell, Lowell,

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. ME.

L. W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
Telephone 1005-M
142-every Sat-tf
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LIV£
STOCK
WELL-FED PIG IS
MOST PROFITABLE

WEEK of SEPT. 4C- to 8(-

MC£ a&«oSe

“I'ork producers witli few excep
tions will make more money from
their pig crop by fall feeding tlielr
pigs from birth to market titan by
limiting the grain ration,” says
Mark a McCarty of the animal hus
bandry division of tlie University of
Minnesota.
“Full feeding pays, for full fed
pigs go to market earlier, cash re
turns come quicker, tlie labor item
and interest charge Is reduced, the
risk period is shortened, and best of
all tlie early marketed pig sells at
a higher price than do pigs that
go to a later market due to limited
feeding.
“Results of feeding trials at Uni
versity farm show that full feed
ing brings about $2.50 more per pig
than does limited grain feeding.
Full feeding in dry lots is shown to
he more profitable than limiting tlie
grain ration.
“Full feeding from birth to mar
ket will lie found, under average
farm conditions, to lie a most profit
able practice for the producer of
market hogs.”
Litters are made ready for mar
ket in 180 days b.v tlie ton litter
and pork production project meth
ods.

6

PRUDENCE m£PHASHur& 25
KETTLE COOKIES «.e.c.
*20
MACARON!
4”'" 29
ROYAL BAKINGPONDER SS.431
CR/SCO «,a,r2^ & 69
ROCKWOOD'S COCOA % 31
ENGLE MILK QONOENseo Cm 19
PUREPRESERVES
I 25
MARSHALLS KipperedHmcintj C-n '27

JUNKET S/SiAVONSyS pkg. 12
RASP6ERR/ESFancy tJuaStty San- 25
PALMOLIVESQAP_ 3«*« 19
PtfStHVISG SOPHIES „ WWfST (WfJ

Blue Grass Superior
Crop for Pasturing

The Cloverdale ro
BETTER GROCERIES

mr^EOW RRTC£S

1 !■ I

KQKV DOING BETTER

Against a loss last year ir: .Inly of
over |3000 the Belfast & Moosehead
Lake railroad this year shows a profit
of $174.41 for the same period. As a
loss was made in the year 1026 as well
as 1927. the profit shown this year is
all the more encouraging. The road |
ownedjiy the city of Belfast and pri- •
vate citizens, with a block of stock
also owned by the town of Brooks, is
being run by its owners, since it was
turned back to them by the Maine
Central Railroad which had leased
and managed it for more than 50
years, and it is a matter of pride to
every' citizen when the read suc
ceeds.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—rtemember tlhit
you can buy copies «»f The Courier-Gazette,
with the bona* news, at Motaling's News
Agency. Broadway and 43 St.

Service here, means Just
what the word implies—
material when, where and
as you want it—your con
venience, not ours. That
idea of service goes right
back to the choosing of
the merchandise. For in
stance — we recommend
SHEETROCK, the time-

tested, fireproof wallboard
—because it’s the best.
That’s true of our whole

WWW

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
An easy thing. O, Power Di
vine,
To thank Thee for these gifts
of Thine,

For summer’s sunshine, win
ter's snow,
For hearts
that
kindle,
thoughts that glow,
But when shall I attain to
this—
To thank Thee for the things
I miss?
—Thomas Wentworth Higgin
son.

Protective Foods
It. K. V. M’y'OLLUJI, of Johns
Hopkins says, “It does not
take much of a survey to bring one
face to face with the fact that most
of us do not really know how to
uit!
All about , us are pale, ner
vous, run-down persons—men and
women who are not really sick—
the semi-failure of the business ami
social world.
I.ittle vitality anil
poor resistance are far loo preva
lent among (K”
The importance of an abundance
of milk in the diet lias been stressed
for years and our government lias
invested much time and money in
producing pure milk so that the
growing children should make a
good start in life.
A diet which is simple and easy
to follow is guided by three rules:
First, every djte should have a
quart of milk or its equivalent in

D

Bluegrass is a good, easy spring
and late fall pasture, but poor in
summer.
At Its best it will not
carry as many pigs to the acre as
alfalfa, clover or rape, and they
need more protein feed with It,
Winter rye also makes a good fall
and early spring pasture. Usually
hogs can pasture it until rape is
ready. If they are taken off in time
'a grain crop can be had the same
season.
Sweet clover Is becoming more
popular for late fall and early spring
pasturing.
It is not as good as
alfalfa and red clover and the hogs
may not take to it at first. Like
alfalfa, except more pronounced, the
soli for sweet clover must be sweet.
If it is not pastured heavily enough
to keep it down sweet clover will
get woody and tough.
Soy beans
do not last long as a pasture crop
because they do not grow after ma
turing.

Treatment for Pigs Is
Essential While Young
Young pigs are set back much
less by castration titan older ones
and consequently this operation
should be gotten out of the way ns
early as possible in the pig’s life.
Young pigs are also much more con
veniently handled during the op
eration than are older ones and
losses among the young ones will
also lie less ami slowing up of gains
will lie smaller during tlie healing
process.
If the pigs are to be vaccinated
after castration, the vaccination
should be delayed for a week or ten
days to let tlie wounds from the
operation heal properly.
On the
other tiand. if the pigs are to be vac
cinated before the operation, as In
done in sonu. herds, tlie castration
should not follow until about a
month after vaccination.

Dipping Important

Sheep are dipped primarily to coni trol external parasites, such as lice.
ticks and scab mites. Since sheep
cheese, cottage clie.se, or dishes | probably suffer more from parasites
than do any other kind of live stock.
such us custards, junket, creamed
It Is of great Importance that dip
toast or cream soups or creamed
ping he given careful consideration
vegetables.
especially in tlie South wtiere con
Second, every one should eat
ditions are most favorable for para
every day two salads of fresh, raw
sitic increase. Tlie injury caused
uncooked vegetables or fruits, ltaw
by external parasites is found in a
carrot and celery witli a bit of
loss of blood, and in the itching and
onion, apple witjt a few dales and
irritation, which interferes with nu
a little celery, pineapple and
trition.
cheese, pear and Kumito, orange,
pple and liana»t, grapefruit and
elery, salmon, hrange’ and coconut,
LIVE STOCK HINTS
raw cabbage with sour cream, let
tuce and onion and watercress.
Big teams cut labor costs.
Third, every one should have each
* • •
day one liberal serving of cooked
Self-feeders for hogs not only
green leaf vegetable, such as spin
save time and labor but increase
ach, beet or lurtlip tops, kale cab
gains and conserve feed.
bage or chard.
• • «
Other foods may be safely left
Spring pigs thnt are forced alone
to the appetite if these are provided.
rapidly and marketed early usually
In other words, 'vat what you want
bring the most net profit.
after you have eaten what you
• * •
should."
Before an animal can make the
In dieting for overweight one
best gains witli any kind of feed
Should never forget that tlie iliet
It must he in proper condition to
should lie kept physiologically per
utillize it.
fect, not omitting any of the food
• • •
principles, but cutting down on the
Sunshine is one of the best dis
unioui t eaten.
infectants. Re sure all live stock
((c). ] 28, Western Newspaper Union.)
Is getting plenty of this free na
ture's tonic, especially tlie young
growing animals.
* e e
MICKIE SAYS—
Feeding a balanced ration hetns
to get pigs ready for an early fall
market. Without tlie right kind of
Owe THiu<? about ouft uti
feeds it Is impossible.
The pigs
WANT- ADS, ouec A PERSOM
must be farrowed early.
USES "THEM AMD SEES HOW
• • •
(JET RESULTS, WE SOT
Pigs on good pasture, such ns al
A MEW WAMT-AD CUSTOMER.;
falfa. rape, or fresli bluegrass, to
make tlie fastest and most econom
ical gains, need only about half as
much tankage ns pigs in dry lots.
/ • * *
A hundred pounds of tankage has
leen found to save ‘more titan four
lundred pounds of corn when the
aigs were on pasture. In dry lots
t saved over six hundred pounds of
-orn. Besides It took the pigs only
half as long to make one hundred
pounds of gain.
• • •
Active hogs should follow the
steers. By special preparation of
feed, as b.v shelling or grinding
corn, the steers may he made to
rirodtice larger gains, hut the com
bined gains of hogs and steers will
he no grenter than where corn Is
fed on tlie cob.

line.

Proof Enough
W. H. Glover & Co.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main Tt.
hocKiand
Tel. 14

‘The wicked stand In slipper,
places."
“How do you know tliev are
wicked?”
“By the language they use when
thaj slip."

[Matter of Accuracy
of Greatest Import
I do not know that there Is any
thing, except it be humility, which I
is so valuable us an incident of I
education as accuracy.
And ac
curacy tan be taught. Direct lies
told to the world are Just in the
balance when weighed against the
falsehoods of Inaccuracy. These are
the futal things. And they are allpervading. I scarcely cure what is
taught to the young if it will hut
Implant in them tlie habit of accu
By JANE ELLIS
racy.
Now look at the matter In this
ARVIN DAWES arrived In
light. Take the speech of any man
Oak Lawns on the four o’clock
for any given day.
For once that
train from tlie city on November 1.he wilfully gives a wrong color
He tiailed a taxi to convey him and
(with an eye to his own interests)
an assortment of bags ano boxes
to anything which he states or nar
out tlie Cedar Swamp road.
He
rates. he mistakes or misdescribes
stopped at the post office on the
20 times, on account of his inability
way for the keys that were always
to tell anything accurately.
left with tlie postmaster on Octo
Besides, there is this Important
ber 31 and as often called for by
result from a habit of accuracy,
Marvin Dawes on the following
that It produces truthfulness even
day.
on those occasions where a man
The next day arrived tlie faith
would lie tempted to lie untruthful.
ful Pat witli Marvin's two saddle
He gradually gets to love accuracy
horses.
It was a standing agree
more even than his own interest;
ment between Marvin Dawes and
at least he lias a passion for accu
Patrick Sliean that on or closely
racy.—Arthur Helps.
following November first he, Pat,
should report for duty until tlie
following May first
“As usual,” Marvin told Pat the
Kitchener in Retreat
day of the latter's arrival, “the
From Official Cares
place tiad been set in frightful con
fusion. They do it out of spite, I
Kitchener island is a real lotus
suppose. They set to work to turn
island of tropical beauty in the mid
the house into a summer cottage.
dle of tlie great River Nile, not fur
You’ll have to help me put ttie
from the great cataract. .
place back In condition for winter.”
When Lord Kitchener lived near
Marvin’s grandfather before his
Assouan, lie loved to leave tlie
death had been reluctant to leave
haunts cf men and steal quietly in
tlie old homestead, an exceptionally
a small boat to this Island, which
well-built hobse of twenty rooms
he made hk own. It was entirely
and more, with several acres of
uninhabited and was a perfect wil
well-planted lawns and groves, to
derness when he took it over, but
either of his daughters who had be
he brought to it tropical Indian
come estranged through the busi
trees and planted there fig and ba
ness quitrrels of their husbands.
nana trees and made beautiful and
So he had stipulated in his will
picturesque palm groves witli seats
that tlie daughter Lucy should have
made from palm leaves.
the place from May 1 to tlie last
In the center of the Island he
day of October, while Clarice should
built a small kiosk for himself, and
have It from November 1 to ttie last
resting there, away from the husv
day of April.
town, he could see the stately whiteClarice had died, leaving the
sailed feluccas wending their way
right to the house to her son, Mar
through the various Islets and
vin Dawes, who had become so at
could hear the Nubian boatmen
tached to the house in ills boy
chanting as they sailed along.
In
hood that lie never failed to ar
the distance he could also hear the
range his affairs so that he could
peculiar droning of the water wheels
occupy it during the months of au
and the bum of Innumerable in
tumn and winter.
Lucy, too, had
sects.—Weekly Scotsman.
died only a year before, and the
right to occupy tlie house from May
first to tlie last of October had
Surely Kitchen Treasure
been handed down to a grandniece
of her husband, also named Lucy.
A lady was many weeks without
On tlie last day of April Mar
finding a cook.
In despair she at
vin and Pat departed, leaving the
last answered an advertisement In
keys as usual with the postmas
an Irish paper. Site had a reply and
appointed an interview, defraying
ter.
On May 1 Lucy arrived, with
the woman’s fare over.
Irish Hannah in the guise of u
"Can you cook?” asked the lady.
chaperon and general household as
“Yes, marm,” was tlie reply.
sistant.
“Do you understand French cook
“It’s a perfect shame,” Lucy told
ing, ns my husband likes dainty
Hannah on the second day of May,
little dishes.
“the way that Marvin Dawes per
“Why, lor, yes, marm," said the
son upsets this place—takes down
cook. “I understand all furrin
alt tlie screens, stows away my
dishes."
white curtains and puts up those
“Really!” said the lady, whose
dreadful velour tilings; puts the
delight knew no bounds.
“What
wicker furniture in the attic and
can you do?"
boards up tlie sleeping porch.
It
“Well, marm, I can cook French
takes two weeks to get the place
beans, German sausages, Brussels
into shape for summer.
I really
sprouts, Jerusalem artichokes, Span
think that something could lie done
ish onions and Dutch cheese.”—Lon
about It. There was a will or some
don Answers.
thing that made it perfectly clear
tliat Aunt Lucy was to have her in
terests protected—and I am sure
Minute Eyes
I ought to be, too.”
The structure and function of
“You might be calling at the law
eyes so small that 3.000 would not
yer’s to find out,” suggested Han
fill tlie space occupied by a pin
nah good-naturedly.
head have been ascertained after
So it was that toward the end
years of study by Dr. S. O. Mast,
of the next week, ns soon as ever
professor of zoology at the Johns
Lucy and Hannah had managed to
Hopkins university.
get the old house in summer garb.
They are the eyes of tne voiLucy made a flying trip to tlie city.
vox, minute greenish organisms
She waited in tlie reception room
which flourishes near tlie surface
for a few moments while the law
of still water and is of particular
yer concluded his conversation witli
interest to science ns one of the
a previous caller.
simplest forms of life. Each ceil in
“I’ve never met the person," said
a velvox, numbering from 200 to
the caller, “and I’ve no desire to
2,200, is equipped with one of them
do so, but I wish you’d look up ttie
ranging front .001 to .003 milli
will and see whether you can't find
meters In diameter and working In
some clause to protect me—perhaps
dependently toward a common ob
I could buy out tlie young woman’s
jective.
share in the house.”
“B.v the way,” said the lawyer,
“suppose you wait n moment.
I
All Potential Cowards
may have something to tell you
While I think that the three
about tlie’niatter in question.” So
classes, cowards, fearless men and
Marvin took tlie chair vacated by
courageous men, embrace ail males
Lucy Brent, whom the lawyer now
on this earth, Including the Insane,
graciously bowed into his private
1 do not hold the categories ironoffice.
bound. The coward In a corner may
Lucy explained her perplexity. “I
become brave and run amok. Tlie
have never met this unreasonable
courageous man Is essentially a
Mr. Dawes and I have no desire to
coward at heart, and the fearless
do so. He is, of course, no real—
man may, In a bad enough situa
relative—only a very distant con
tion, be either courageous or cow
nection.”
ardly.
Personally, I am a great
Tlie lawyer smiled.
"I’m sorry
physical coward, but get a quart of
thnt you don't want to meet him.
hooch lu me and I'll fight a saloon
He happens to be very anxious to
ful and have, to the best of hazy
meet you. In fact, he’s in the re
recollections, attempted It.—G. D.
ception room now. I was going to
Eaton in Plain Talk Magazine.
suggest that we go out to luncheon
together and talk the whole matter
over.”
Sand Pictures in Bottles
Lucy had noticed the young man
In the reception room and—well, lie
Forming pictures and designs of
was not the sort of ntan site would
colored sands on the interior of bot
mind meeting.
With feigned re
tles Is the Interesting art hobby of
luctance, site consented.
a California man who got the Idea
“I've wanted to meet you,” said
from a natural group of "painter
Lucy. “You left some interesting
rocks."
The grains are carefully
sketches at the house ttfnt quite
arranged with special instruments
aroused my curiosity."
to nchieve the effect and the bottles
“And the way you transformed
are packed full and seuled so Hint
that old place with the curtains and
tlie snnd will not become lose iind
wicker furniture!” exclaimed Mar
spoil the pattern. Fifty-six shades,
vin in a tone of deep ndmlration.
all of natural colors and of sam
“Is It possible that you did It with
ples sent to the artist from differ
out the aid of an Interior decora
ent parts of the world, are em
tor?"
ployed In making the designs.—
And so It went. Somehow when
Popular Meclinnics Magazine.
Lucy left her lawyer’s office that
afternoon she had invited Marvin
Dawes to come to the old house for
Better Conduct
the next week-end.
Better conduct should be the first
The following week the lawyer
idea of every man and woman; it
received two letters, one from Mar
is the most important aid In living.
vin and one from Lucy. “Hung ttie
This is true not because better con
will.” wrote Marvin. “The house is
duct Is recommended by religion,
going to be an all-year-round home
hut because It is recommended by
for the two of us.” And Lucy said:
Nature. A man who behaves better
“We are going to have a very quiet
In Ills feeding is rewarded; so Is the
wedding, only a few friends of
nutn who behaves better In asso
Marvin’s and mine, but we won’t
ciating with Ills fellows, in his busi
be happy unless you are one of tlie
ness, In bis family affairs. Behave
guests. A week from Saturday is
better is the one maxim that all
tlie day we have arranged and w?
sliduld accept ns tlie greatest In the
do hope that you will find it con
world.—E. W. Howe’s Monthly.
venient.”
(Copyright-)

An All-Year-Round
Home
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STATE OF MAINE
List of candidates to be voted for at the State Election, September 10, 1928, in the
County of Knox
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates or a speci
men ballot, five to one hundred dollars fine.
EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State.

LIST OF CANDIDATES

M

Double Sisters
A message from tlie hospital an
nouncing the birth of twin girls
came Just as George was leaving for
kindergarten. Upon bis arrival at
school lie made Hits announcement:
“I have double sisters down to
the hospital.”

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC

For United States Senator

For United States Senator
HERBERT E. HOLMES, Lewiston

[“|

FREDERICK HALE, Portland

□

□
For Governor

For Governor

WM. TUDOR GA.RDINBR, Gardiner

EDWARD C. MORAN, JR., Rockland

p]

□

□
For State Auditor

For State Auditor

JOHN A. MC.DONOITGH, Lewiston

[H

ELBERT D. HAYEORD, Farmingdale

□

□

For Representative to Congress

For Representative To Congress

WALLACE II. WHITE, JR., Lewiston

ALBERT BELIVEAU, Rumford

[~1

Q

□

n

For State Senator

For State Senator

GEORGE E. GRANT, Ganulen

[~|

7.EI MA M. DWINAL, Camden

□

P

For Judge of Probate

For Judge of Probate
MELZER T. CRAWFORD, Camden

OSCAR H. EMERY, Camden

H

Q
□

□

For Clerk of Courts

For Clerk 0/ Courts

MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Rockland

ALBERTUS W. CLARKE, Rockland

PI

□

n
For Sheriff

For Sheriff
FRANK F. HARDING. Rockland

REFOREST A THURSTON, Rockland

f]

□

n
For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

ADDIE L. JENKINS, Hock port

[“|

EARL C. DOW, Rockport

□

n

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

LEONARD R. CAMPBELL, Rockland

CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTS, Rockland

p|

□

n
For County Commissioner

For County Commissioner

HARRY W. FRENCH. Rockland

|~|

MARY PERRY RICH, Rockport

Q
□

□

For Representative to the Legislature

For Representatives to the Legislature

LENA K. SARGENT. Rockland
JOHN C. HOWES. Washington
ItALPIj W. JOHNSON, Camden
EI.DREAN ORFF. Cushing
CHARLES L. ROMAN, Vinalhaven

GEORGE L. ST CI.ATR, Rockland
FRED E. BURKETT, Union
GEORGE E. ALLEN, Camden
EDWIN S. VORE, Cushing
GRANVILLE N. RACHELDER, St. George
>

IP

independent nepuDiican
For Representative to the Legislature
RODNEY I. THOMPSON, Rockland

RAZORVILLE

□

able, She lias scarlet runner beans
climbing over tlie house 30 feet high
covered with blooms, while Mrs.
Lowe’s hydrangea trees are the
largest in town and covered with
flowers.
These trees are around
30 years old and very large.
The old Coast Guard Station on
tlie Point Is being extensively re
paired and built over by Mr. Hopkins
land will lie used as a storage place
I lor the gun carriage, boats, etc.
WHITE HEAD
G. L. Alley of the Light has joined
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Mitchell and the list of radio fans down here and
Miss Etta Mitchell of the Light are has a new 6-tube Atwater Kent.
Mrs. Charles Wall is on a two
on a two weeks auto trip through
Eastern Maine calling on friends and weeks visit In Portland, guest of her
sister Mrs. Harlan Burton.
relatives.
Miss Myrtle Flood who has been
A. E. Hall and family and H. II. spending the summer in Rockland
Andrews, who have been on a visit came home Wednesday.
at H. Andrews’ of Norton's Island,
Miss Kathryn Burr, Miss Nadine
returned to Hartford Sunday. They 1 Ferry and Bob Ferry of Hartford,
were accompanied home by Mrs. ! Conn., motored here Saturday and
J. W. Kelley and son.
are guests of Mrs. J. K. Lowe at
One of the government workmen Spruce Lodge for two weeks.
of Two Rush Light was stricken witli
Keeper Leland Mann of Two Bush
Illness Wdnesda.v and taken to Rock Light injured his foot quite severely
land for medical treatment on the Wednesday.
Seacoast Mission Boat Sunbeam, and
School will begin on White Head
returned Friday.
Sept. 4. Miss E. Marie Mitchell will
Beautiful flower gardens, well he the teacher again this term.
Robert E. Scott of Boothbay Har
worth seeing are those of Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Lowe.
Mrs. Andrews’ bor returned to Kacklift’s Island
dahlias and sweet peas are remark- 1 Thursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert enter
tained a family party Thursday
among whom were Mr. and Mis
Clarence Hibbert and son of Middletown. Conn.. Mrs. Clara Hibbert.
, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kahrmann and
son, Alton Hibbert of Washington
] and Mr. Washburn of Buckfield.
i
Mrs. Georgia Cramer visited her
sister Mrs. W. G. Howard Thursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Overlook.
Fred Overlook and Mrs. Doe of
Herman Cyr were visitors at Edith
()verlock’s Tuesday.
Mrs. Nora Campbell was visitint?
friends Monday at Razorville.
Mrs. Ilda Russell was at Monhegan
Tuesday.
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert has finished
her labors at Camp Wetona and Mrs.
Henry Cramer is to stay |he remain
der of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert made
a trip to Augusta Tuesday.
Mrs. Stanley Jones is transporting
the school children at present.
Earl Marson is home on a vacation.
Mrs. Edith Overlook visited at the
Johnston Farm Thursday.
W. G. Howard has a crew of men
cutting the hay on his farm here
where they are staying for a time.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel A. Vanner
are in town called here by the death
of his mother Mrs. Evelela Vanner.
Tlie descendants of Peter Light,
an early settler of Waldoboro, met
Aug. 22 at the home of W. W. Light
and reorganized the Light Reunion
Association. E. E. Light gave a brief
history of the Light family and the
following officers were elected for
tlie coming year: President, Elmer
Light of Union; vice presidents.
Herbert M tiller of Clinton, Ralph
Light of Liberty, Chester Light of
Winslow’s Mills, Mrs. Georgia Bow
man of Liberty and Mrs. Blanche
Rokes of Liberty; secretary and
treasurer, Mrs. Inez Cunningham of
Washington to sol ve with the various
committees for tne ensuing year. It
was voted to hold the next meeting
at the same place Aug. 18, 1929.
Friends of Mrs. Evelela Tibbetts
V’anner are pained to know of her
death which occurred at the home of
her son Charles on Aug. 30, after a
short illness. Mrs. Vannah was horn
in Palermo, Dec. 25. 1844, but had
lived in Washington many years, and
since the death of her husband, the
late Alfred C. V’anner, she had stayed
in her home or at tlie next house
with her son Charles where she went
when taken ill about three weeks
ago. Mrs. Vanner belonged to the
Baptist church when a young woman
but for many years had been a
staunch member of the Advent
Christian church here. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Vanner were members of the
(’ampmeeting Association of Wash
ington. Two sons, Samuel of Win
FRANK H. INGRAHAM chester, Mass., Charles of Wash
ington. a grandson Charles artd more
distant relatives are left to mourn
Attorney and Counsellor
her loss together with a host of
f. lends.
The funeral was held
Law
Saturday ut 2 o’clock at the home of
Telephones—Office 488 i Heuee 898 -P Charles E. V’anner. Interment was
431 Main Street
Rockland made in tlie Razorville cemetery.

STATE OF MAINE

Referendum Question To Be Voted Upon
September 10, 1928
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an
official list of questions submitted to the electors, or a specimen ballot,
FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.

EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State.

REFERENDUM QUESTION
yes

no

SHALL AN ACT ENTITLED “AN ACT RELATING TO THE EXCISE TAX
ON RAILROADS," BECOME A LAW?

Those in favor of this act becoming a law will place a cross (X) in the
square marked "YES." Those opposed to the act becoming a law will place
a cross (X) in the square marked “NO.”

Referendum petitions signed in the aggregate by not less than ten thou
sand electors were filed in the office of the Secretary of S'tate within ninety
days after the adjournment of the regular session of the eighty-third legis
lature, respectfully requesting that the above entitled act be referred to the
people of the State to be voted upon in the manner prescribed in the Con
stitution of the State of Maine. The Governor, by proclamation dated Decem
ber 9, A. D. 1927, declared said Act suspended and fixed Monday, the 10th
day of September, A. D. 1928, as the date upon which the same should be
referred to the people.

*

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 4, 1928.
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THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Watts of
Haverhill, Mass., are visiting his sis
ter. Mrs. John Brown and other rel
atives.
Miss Bessie Webber of Boston is
the guest of Mrs. Frank D. Elliot.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Griffin who
have been guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Edward Elliot, returned to Bos
ton Saturday.
Miss Helen Carr entertained her
sewing club at a picnic supper Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Washburn
of Portland were guests of Mrs.
Charles H. Washburn last week.
Mrs. Harriet Jameson who has
been the guest of Mrs. Charles Starrett has returned home to Milton.
Mass.
r
Miss Pauline McLain who spent
two weeks in Portland with relatives
has returned to attend school.
Miss Mabel and Gladys Fernald
spent the weekend and holiday in
Lincolnville with their sister Mrs. C.
Eugene Upham.
Mrs. Malitena Castner of Waldo
boro is visiting her father William S.
Kelley, who has rooms in C. H.
Lovejoy’s house.
E. P. Starrett has sold 20 feet off
his lot and building on the corner of
Broadway and Main streets to the
State. This will enable the Highway
Commissioners to widen the road at
that place and remove a dangerous
blind turn.
Frank French of Montreal, is vis
iting his father, George E. French.
A foreman in the construction
crew of the State highway parked
his car on Mill River hill Saturday
morning on the western side of the
stream but failed to set the brakes
firmly. The car speedily started
down hill on a joy ride, went over a
wall of rocks and was stopped by a
clump of bushes. After removing
the rocks in the wall a powerful
steam shovel was hooked on and
hauled it hack to the street undam
aged.
Mr. Hall of Camden is visiting his
nieces, the Misses Fernald on High
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Tillson of
B< othbay Harbor spent the weekend
with their parents who are living in
the Levensaler block.
Miss Bernice Webber was the
guest of her cousin Miss Ruth Lermond Saturday.
Sanford Cqjnery and family who
have spent the summer in town
have returned to Belmont, Mass.
Mrs. William J. Tobey is enter
taining Miss Mary Welch.
Miss Dorothy Thorndike has re' turned from a two weeks’ visit in
Boston.
Mrs. Minot Matherson of South
Weymouth, Mass., is the guest of
Mrs. Bernard Robinson.
Miss Alice Miller of Warren has
been the guest for a week of Mrs.
Bowdoin Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen of
Lewiston have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Cullen.
Miss Ruth Lermond has been the
guest of friends in Wiscasset this
week.
Mrs. Harold Feyler and three child
ren. Arlene. Alden and Douglas and
Mrs. Herbert A. Feyler of Portland
who have been guests the past week
at W. R. Feyler’s, have returned to
their homes in Portland.
The next meeting of the Garden
Club will be held on Thursday at
3 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Aroline Gorwaiz. The program will be
given to gladioli under tho leader
ship of Mrs. Eunice Shorey. At the
last meeting the club vdted to em
ploy Maurice Lindsay to doctor the
Knox maple on the western end of
the Mall. This is a very sickly look
ing tree and the club desires to do
all it can to preserve it.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Davis. Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Bryant. Verna, Norman
and Barbara Bryant of Dexter. Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Pratt of DoverFoxcroft and Miss Lillian Ryan of
Belfast were Sunday guests of Miss
Maude M. Thorndike.
Mrs. Howard Norwood, Mrs. Leroy
Norwood and Miss Addie Walters of
Union and Mrs. Archie Thayer and
Miss Marion Anderson of Bath, were
guests Saturday of Mrs. Willis
Pitcher. On Sunday Mrs. Pitcher en
tertained Philip Bryant of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Monroe re
turned on Sunday from their honey
moon trip which included stops at
Quebec. Montreal and Bennington.
Vt. The return trip was made via
the Mohawk Trail.
Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung and sons
Reinhold and Jack returned Sunday
by motor to their home in Mineola, N.
V., after spending the summer at their
cottage at Lake Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Leighton and
child of Boston are guests of her sis
ter. Mrs. Fred Heal.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Huntley are
visiting friends in Boston and vi
cinity.
Edward Talbot, an ex-service man
who leaped from the Boston boat on
Friday morning when near Beau
champ Point and who escaped that
afternoon from the Camden Com
munity Hospital where he had been
taken in an exhausted condition, was
found about noon Sunday, two and
one-half miles from the village, near
the Camden and Lincolnville line. He
was found in the Griffin fish house
clad only in a bathing suit. He was
in a good physical condition but made
no conversation. He was taken im
mediately to the home of his mother.
Mrs.
Dudley
Talbot.
Searching
parties consisting of the National
Guard. Atlantic Engine Company and
citizens, searched faithfully for him
since he escaped from the hospital.
He was found by town manager. Her
bert Thomas, Warren Conant and
Coburn Thompson. It is thought that
young Talbot's action were due to a
shell shock.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean and son
Otis and Mrs. Fred Witherspoon and
daughter Hazel spent the weekend
with Mrs. Dean's brother. Leslie
Wellman in Rumford Falls.
There was a large number from
Camden enjoyed the excursion on the
steamer Castine Sunday to Bar Har

CRESCENT BEACH

an«!

following a most excellent

menu the company repair* d to the

Pavilion where a delightful hour was
spent in dancing.

The hotel will close Sept. 10, after a
season which has witnessed the return
of many guests who have registered
each summer since the Inn was
opened under its present manage
ment. The cottage residents as well
as people in the nearby towns have
generously patronized the resort this
year while several new clubs and or
ganizations tyave made use of its fa
cilities for reunions and banquets.
The Beach community is much in
terested in the recent real estate
activities. It is now expected that at
■. U1 be con

structed during the winter.

• .

• easury for
tia factory
»v< ment

ince. it
tion an
other season.
All the cott ige will remain open
until after the Inn closes. The re

in

ol chool a nd

colleges will then witness the usual
end of the season exodus.
Henry A. Howard is a patient at
Knox Hospital and will pr ’ably be
absent from his cottage for several
weeks. It is understood he plans to

sp< nd ’Io late fall m nths at his de
lightful summer place where his
beautiful gardens have proven the
showplace of the colony this season.
The incorporation of the Improve
ment Association was completed last
week and on Friday evening its first
annual meeting was held and these
officers elected: President, Albert C.
Jones of Rockland -.vice president.
John Z. Lull, Chicago; treasurer. Kate
T. Wendell. Milton, Mass.; clerk,
Henry A. Howard. Rockland; direc
tors, Charles T. Smalley, Rockland,
Edward O’B. Gonia, Rockland; Helen
E. Kales’. Belmont, Mass.; Imogene
S. Lull. Chicago; Adelaide Chatto,
Rockland. A road committee was ap
pointed consisting of Edward O’B.
Gonia. Henry C. Chatto. Edward C.
Hellie:-. Henry A. Howard; George
St. Clair. Amory A. Allen. Charles T.
Smalley. The entertainment com
mittees are headed by Mrs. Ethel
Gonia and Mrs. Jennie S. O .Veil who
are to appoint their aaeistants.
A whist party at the Fal?s cottage
this evening will probably close the I
social activities of the s« ason which
Ins proven a most active one. The
rummer has been all too short and
one and all look forward to another
year, confident the presen- activity^
of the Beach and its popularity will be
fully maintained,

x

Third and last concert in the Cam
den Concert Course tomorrow Wed
nesday evening in the opera house.
Some excellent artists will appear on
the program and it promises to be one
of the best concerts in the course.
Many from Camden attended the
Brewster-Black wedding in Rockland
on Saturday afternoon. Following
the wedding trip Mr. and Mrs.
Brewster will occupy the Dr. Douglas
Thom house on Chestnut street.
The ladies of the Baptist society will
meet in the church parlors on Wed
nesday afternoon. Refreshments will
he served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Cassie Leighton. Mrs. Inez Wood and
Mrs. Margaret Ames.

The annual banquet of the Improvement Association was held at
the Ion Thursday evening, sixty
members and guests were in attend
ance

WARRANT FOR STATE ELECTION

CAMDEN

bor.

Every-Other-Day

Modern Homes Built
on Old Mission Site
On the heights of east Manila Is
an old Franciscan estate with an
early Seventeenth century church
on it, and down in a vale the ruins
of a chapel—the holy edifice und
the ruins alike memorable of a for
gotten age, when Spain under
Philip II attempted to evangelize
the world.
The church, which, of
course, has a monastery attached to
it, was the sanctuary whence Fran
ciscan missionaries went to Japan,
China,
Cochinchina,
Cambodia,
India, Java, the Moluccas and
other parts. Back of the altar was
a cave in which the friars knelt and
endured voluntary bleeding in order
to be steeled against torture in
heathen lands and to resist the
temptation under physical pain to
apostatize themselves. The ‘‘via
crusis"—for prayer and penitence—
began in the monastery courtyard
and ended at the chapel, a distance
equal to that which Christ walked
from Pilate’s palace in Jerusalem
to Mount Calvary. An American lias
acquired tills old estate and laid it
out in suburban home sites which
prosperous Filipinos are eagerly
buying. The chape! und church are
carefully preserved.

Clerical S.. iduiich
A missionary to one of the Is
lands where man-eating is still prac
ticed was captured by a cannibal
chief. To his surprise he was of
fered his freedom if he would carry
a small packet to another chief In
the mountains. He agreed, and he
was so grateful to his captor that
when on Ids way he met a detach
ment of marines, he declined to ac
company them to safe teritory. The
sealed packet should be delivered
as lie had promised.
But while one officer was arguing
with him another quietly opened
the packet.
It contained a small
quantity of onions witli a note to
the chief reading: “The bearer will
lie delicious with these.”—Boston
Transcript.

Poetic Justice
“Arabs dearly love what we call
poetic justice.” said Lowell Thomas,
the writer-lecturer. “They tell the
story of an Arab who stole a horse
and sent bis son to market to sell
it. On the way to market the son
was himself robbed of the horse
and forced to return to his father
empty handed.
“ ‘Ah!’ exclaimed the old man,
when his son walked back Into
camp, ‘I see thou has sold the
horse. IIow much did It bring?'
' “ ‘Father.’ said the son disconso
lately, ‘it brought the same price
for which thou thyself didst buy
it.'"

A World Thinker
The need of the hour Is for a
world thinker. Most of us are like
Hies that buzz around a very small
area, and perhaps get caught or
swatted before we even get into the
next room.
At this state 'f civ
ilization—und we have quite a con
siderable civilization at the moment
—we need men who do not buzz
about a small area hut who can
look all up anil down the long road
along which the caravan of history
lias passed and Is passing.
We need men with perspective—
world thinkers.—drove Patterson,
in Mobile Journal.

For Sale
STATE <>r MAINE
County of Knox. ss.
City of Rockland
FOR SAI.F I'l’M Ford ■•■.ime '
”
To Robert A. Webster, Constable of the City of
hauled and painted, good tires, d? UNION ST.
Rockland.
or call ibH-M.
it,k»-.,. ;
You are hereby required in the name of
Lost and Found
FOR SALE Household furnishings.
In
tlie State of Maine, to notify and warn the
inhabitants of the several Wards of the City
LOST—Shopaxe, try square and 2 in. chisel quire 101 \ORTH MAIN ST. Tel 27 J
lOGUO't
of
Itoekland
qualified
to
vote,
to
assemble
at
between
Broadway
and
Glover's
Friday
via
A.
their several polling places, in said City of Willow 8t. Finder notify 8HKRM RUKES.
FOR SALE—Baity carriage, in good con
Rockland, on the second Monday ot Septem Phone 32 R.
105-107 dition. Reasonable. ANBKltSEiN, 15 Sum
ber. the same being the tenth day of said
—Old fashioned gold brooch pin with mer St.
month, in the year of our Lord one thousand a LOST
bit of black enamel, Thursday. Aug. 30.
FOR SALE Parlor stove quick sale cheap.
nine hundred and twenty-eight at seven o’cl.xk Reward. Notify COURIER-GAZETTE.
$5. YOUNG’S FISH MARKET
101*106
in the forenoon, then and there to give Ip their
10’*197
votes for
FOR SALE Fine building lot on Franklin
LOST—Lady's brown pocketbook between St. J. W. SMALL, Glencove.
106*111
United States Senator. Governor, State
Auditor, Representative to Congress, State Ciiickawaukie kike and Blackington's Corner.
FOR SALE—Choice cut flowers, spi-i>-.,
104-106
Senator. Judge of Probate. Clerk of Courts, MRS. SYLVIA (H SI1EE, Union.
wreaths and nulbs at the usual low rates.
Sheriff, County Treasurer. County Attorney.
MRS H L. STEVENS, 192 Llmcrock St..'
County Commissioner. Representative to tho
City___
______ 105* hit
Legislature.
Also to give in their votes upon the follow
FOR SALE—Sweet golden bantam corn.
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargalna.
ing Referendum Question :
•WHIN KKINA4NEN, R. F. P. 1. Box 102. War
Shall an Act entitled “An Act Relating to small and large, summer homes and resi ren. Me.
105*111
dence*. mountain, river nr lake. Copy free
the Excise Tax on Railroads” become a law?
ORRIN
.1.
PK
KEY.
Belfast.
Me.
92-tf
FOR SALE Pickling cucumber.}, price ac
The polls will be open at seven o'clock in the
forenoon and will be closed at even o’clock
F OK SALE Cottage at Hobb’s Pond, Hope, cording Io size. SIDNEY E. AMES. West
In the afternoon. The board of registration Me., one mile from postoftlce, all furnished, Meadow Rd.. Rocklind. Tel. 176 M. 105-107
will be in session at their room in City Bull-.l- ready to occupy: or will let for the season
FOR SALE Some of the finest bouse lots In
Ing on Aug. 21», 30. ami 31, Sept. 1. I and 5, at $150.
Communlc'ife with J. F. BURGESS different parts of tlie city. High, dry ami
W28. from 9 a. in. to 1 p. m. : 3 to 5 p. m. and Rockland. Me. Tel. 426 R or 1188-M. 92-tf IhuiUIi.v ; prlt'f $250 and up, cash oi rosy ti'ims.
7 to 9 p. m. tor the purpose of eoric tlng the
New modern homes and rents, furnished and
list of voters.
unfurnished. EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO.
Hereof, Fall Not and have you there and
Tei.
8HL_______________________ 195-119
Wanted
then tills warrant with your doings thereon.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
FOR SALE—Sardine Factory witli large
Given under our hands in the City of Rock
land. tills twenty-fourth day of August, in the MRS. RUBENSTEIN. Talbot avenue. Tel shore privileges : one 1’4 story house on same
106-tf land as factory, also used for store: 8-room
year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred 1*285.
cottage, 23,671 square feet of land
and twenty-eight.
WANTED Baby tn board of good parent bungalow
»ii corner of street; l-5o h. p. generator, elec
J. F. CARVER Mayor.
age in good home. l’£» to 4 years of age pre tric: 1-7 li. p. exciter, electric: 1-15 h. p.
J. T. CARROLL
ferred. Inquire 15 BERKELEY ST. Tel. motor with starter: 1-168 h. p. steam liollcr,
L W BENNER
29-M.
196-108 biicke«l in : 1-50 It. p. steam engine, 2 small
W. A GLOVER
hand, patrol fire extinguishers;
WANTED Kitchen girl at BOWlMHN RES engines;
M P. TRAINER
TAURANT, Thomaston.
105-107 1 double. 3 single retorts: 2 iron bath tanks;
JUSTIN L. CROSS
small
lot
of
second
hand lumber: all located at
DEFOREST A THURSTON
WANTED --KRcheiL woman at 75 BROAD Port Clvde. Me. WILLIAM BRENNAN. Port
O 8. DUNCAN
ST. Tel. 669-M.
105 tf Clyde. Me.
195-187
(
Aldermen of the City of Rockland.
. ..WANTED ‘Woman for general housework.
[Seal]
FOB SALE—Threshing machine at a big
No washing. O. (’. COOK, Friendship. Me. trade
true copy. Attest:
if
sold
nt
once:
for
cash
or
on
time,
at
Dodge Brothers announce the smartest, the
Tel. Waldoboro 128-2.
104*196 SIMONTON FARM. West Rockport. Me
ROBERT A WEBSTER. Constable
1O6-19R
195-tf
WANTED --Girl to care for children, one
who prefers good home hut small wages. In
fastest, the roomiest and in every respect the
STATE OF MAINE
SPECIAL FOR SALE
101*106
iox, ss.
Supreme Juuifial Court quire at 6 PURCHASE ST.
House well arranged for a doctor : 7 rooms
In
Equity
WANTED—Girl for general housework, no witli bath, also 2 rooms extra for office and
finest motor car they have ever built—the New
L. D. MERCHANT, ct al
washing. MRS. C. I. BURROWS, 66 Beech waiting room. Heat in every room. Rcftnvs.
St.
104 106 ished Inside and out : fine cement cellar.
BdPUELb GRANITE COMPANY
or easy ‘erms, $5,800. Must be sold at
Senior Six.
WANTED — Girl for general housework. Cash
Petition to Amend Petition to Sell Remainder
once.
HARRY
BERMAN.
Tel.
426
M.
102
-tf
of Real and Personal Property.
One farm, fine house and large ham with
Respectfully represents Charles B. Paine,
WANTED—Kitchen girl at WINDSOR HO 60 acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, bal
A car with lines, contours and color effects
the Receiver in the above entitled action, that TEL.
94-tf ance land in pasture and wood, buildings only
on July 30, 1928 he petitioned tills Honorable
years old; fine water, lights, ami (euai*
WANTED—An cld fashioned well sweep, all 25
Y>urt
to
sell
the
remaining
real
and
personal
under house and barn. Must be sold at once,
that reflect the sm^test current achievements
property of said 14o<lwell Granite Company wood: ?)so two oaken buckets In bang in tiie at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
and on tlie same date obtained ihe decree of wilt ERNEST ('. DAYIS, Fuller-Cobb Davis fine road.
87-tf
tjils Honorable Court thereon ; that two parin fashionable bodycraft.
House and new garage. 6 rooms ami bath,
els of real estate were omitted from the list
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver large lot land : furnace, bath. Must be sold
therein enumerated, owing to the fact that tised In this column. If for rent or sale. Try at once, Frederick street.
‘tlie title of Bodwell Grafflte Company thereto It and notice the many replies you get.
V. F. STUDLEY
A large car, with deep wide luxuriously up*
had been questioned: that said two parcels
69 Park Street
62-tf
are situated In said Vinalhaven and are
FOR SALE — 28 ft. cabin cruiser, with
bounded and described as follows:
holstered seats, beautifully appointed interiors
20 H P Kcrnuth engine. CARLOS DAYIS.
Ix»t No. 3—Known as the J. Ingerson lot.
To Let
Port Clyde. Me
194*196
located on the highway leading from Vinal
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Grove
haven village to Granite Island, bounded on
and complete fine car equipment.
FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motor cycle
Small tenement and side car. In fine running order. A bar
the North by the highway. East by the Ice St., second floor. La Rosa
roperty, so-called, South by land of Harvey Atlantic Highway, corner Ulmer street, also gain for a quick aalo. Inquire <»f'wiGLiAM
6 room house on Grove street, modern, newly C FRENCH, Nobleboro, Me. I’. <). Waldoboro
Ames, containing five acres more or less.
A car of rugged, enduring strength—the kind of
Lot No. 19 Known as the Ice Wharf, lo renovated. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
R F. D. 4
104*196
196-108
cated at the head of Sands Cove, bounded on Davis.
FOR “SALE^- Farm, 25 acres, wood lot,
the
North hy tlie highway. East by tlie shore.
dependability, long life and mechanical integrity
TO LET—Small, convenient furnished rent orchard, modern bungalow, spring water: two
South by tiie J. H. Sanborn lot. containing witli garage. Good location, price reasonable.
miles Thomaston or Warren. MRS. ELLA I’.
one-fourth of an acre more or less.
Apply E K VERRILI,. 354 Broadway or It U LEWIS, Thomaston, Me., R. D., Oyster River.
you expect and scrupulously receive from those
that whatever rtght, title and interest Bod- Collins,
375 Main St.
106-tf
104*196
well Granite Company lias in and to the same
TO LET Private garage. Inquire of LIL
ought to he soht with Its other properties.
FOR SALE—Puppies, 10 weeks old, Shep
who build Dodge Brothers Motor Cars.
LIAN
BICKNELL.
47
Pleasant
St.
10*5*108
Wherefore your Receiver prays that said two
herd and Collie cross, males, $5; good pets
parcels be sold under the terms of said de
TO LET—Furnished house in Thomaston. 5 and cattle dogs. M. C. COLLAMORE, Waldo
cree. along with the remaining property of bedrooms, furnace heat, reasonable. Write boro. Me. Tel. 21-31.
DM*19S
Bodwell Granite Company, such sale to be of
A car possessing every feature and detail of
106-1,08
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
whatever right, title and interest said Bodwell ''.I” The Courier-Gazette office.
TO LET Four room furnished apartment, chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere
Granite Company has in and io said two
advanced equipment that engineering genius
all modern Improvements, with garage for one in Knox County, in amounts of one cord or
parcels.
Your Receiver further represents that W. IL car. Best location in the city. L. A. THURS more if ordered immediately. Now is tlie
in your winter supply.
TON. Tel. 1159.
D»5 119 proper time to
Hutchins, the Master appointed by tills Hon
and uncompromising engineering standards can
Call Rockland 67 M *br write R. P. CONANT
orable Court by Its said decree of July 30. P*28,
TO LET—Modern 7-room apartment with a : ■ • \ Bi ,• ii Hope.
1"'• tf
has reieived several offers of purchase of garage.
MIKE
ms of the properties therein covered slnci A KM AT A. Fine neighborhood. Apply 105-107
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Gobbler
provide.
his appointment : that your Receiver has rea
potatoes Best for immediate use or winter.
TO LET—Four room tenement, modern con Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with
son to believe that some of said offers are bet
venience.;. 7 (iranile St . with or without out notice.
ter than could be realized by auctionii
Call Rockland 67-M
R. P.
Above all, a new and larger car—an extraordi'
105-107 CONANT A SDN. South Hojie, Me.
premises and that further offers will from garage. NELSON R (XIRR
103-tf
time to time be made: and your Receiver be
ro LET—Small tenement. Apply to the
FOR SALE Sweet bantam corn ami other
s
that
greater
profit
would
be
derive*
nary expression of performance, style, luxury,
NEW YORK TAILOR. Tel. 738-K
105-tf fresh vegetables. H. E. BOWDEN. Lake Ave.
bj- postponing said public auction sale of tie
103-tf
TO LET—Rents of all descriptions, modern,
properties of Bodwell Granite Company until
ease of handling and honest value.
O«t. 18. 1928. and by allowing said \V. I). some furnished, some new. Storage building
FOR SALE—Two cows, 1 Jersey 5 years
Hutchins, with tin* approval of this Honorable 30x30, two floors. Store at Union. EASTERN old ; 1 Jersey ami Ayreshire, 6 years old. Good
105-110 family cows : also 7000 feet pine boards. 2x4
Court, to sell at private sale any part of said REAL ESTATE CD. Tel. 819.
properties covered by said decree at any time
and 6x6 timber. FRED A. STARRETT. WarTO LET—Furnished apartment In Timm
On display for the first time today.
before said 18th day of October 1928 :
103*112
aston : furnace heat, piano, three bedrooms. 12 ' renWherefore, your receiver prays that said GREEN ST.. Thomaston.
105*187
FOR SALE—Dry iiard wood, flped, $2 per ft.
decree be amended by postponing the date of
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms. 13 ALFRED DAYIS, 117 Park St. Tel. 859 R
the auction sale thereunder until October 18,
192*107
Available m six distinguished body types — The Sport Sedan
H>28. the terms and conditions of said decree MYRTLE ST. Apply between 11 and 12 amt
195*197
to remain unchanged save that advertisement after 5.30.
FOR SALE—$200 down will buy small house
(illustrated), $1795—The Sport Coupe unth Rumble Seat, $179}“thereof be correspondingly postponed, the last
TO LET—Newly furnished apartment, 5 ami five lots in Pleasant Park. M. HA HL,
advertisement thereof to he at least seven (7) rooms and bath : verv reasonable. Inquire 48 Warren. Maine;___________________ 191* HM>
The Landau Sedan, $1845—These prices include six wire wheels and
days before said IStli day of October: and GRACE ST or Tel. 258 I.
194 196
FOR SALE—.lust started laying. Barred
that said decree be further amenJed to allow
six tires .. . The Victoria Brougham, $1575—The Sedan, $1675—
TO LET—Apartment of 5 rooms, modern Rocks Pullets, $2.25 each. M. HAUL. Warren,
said W. D. Hutchins, witli the approval of this
Mai ne,____________________________ 191*106
lmfrroveaMnts
MBS.
JENNIE
BIRD.
15
Honorable
Court,
to
sell
at
private
sale
all
or
The Coupe with Rumble Seat. $1675 ... AU prices f.o.b. Detroit—
191-196
any part of the properties covered by said Middle St Tel. 8-W.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, ail thick
decree at any time prior to said 18th day of
front and rear bumpers included.
TO LET Three room apartment, furni bed, nesses. Smail lots five cents foot planed two
October 1928.
si'les,
large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
16 Broad St. Apply Mr TARIHI’F at F iller
Dated Aug. 21. 1928.
Cobb-Davis or at 9 Berkeley iff.
101*106 buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
CHARLES B PAINE
Jtli.L P WDDD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
79-tf
TO LET Furnished apartments, also tene
Receiver Bodwell Granite Company.
Dodge Brothers new Victory Six $995 to $1195. and 1
FOR SALE Kineo parlor stove, No. 12,
ments. I. BKRLIAWSK5. Tel. 8D. I.
STATE OF MAINE
104-196 good as new, at half price. 64 Summer St.
Dodge Brothers Standard Six $875 to $970, also on display J
Knox, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
TEL 186 It
0*»f
In Equity
TO LET Five room tenement at 41 LimeL. D MER<'HAN'T, et al
FOR SALE Soft wood slabs, 4 ft. length
rock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
vs.
103-tf or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
BODWELL GRAMTE COMPANY
HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me. Tel. 10-21.
TO LET—Three room rent, also four room
DECREE
94*105-tf
Upon the foregoing petition, it having ap rent, light amt toilet. MAURICi; GORDON.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—R. memtu r tkit
183-tf
The Sport Sedan
peared that the facts as therein stated are Glencove. Tel. 987-RK.
you can buy copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette,
true, it Is
TO LET Five room unfurnished apartment :
the home news, at Hotaling's News
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that the 3 room furnished apartment, and u garage 12 witli
Aeem v. Broa<lwav ami 43 St.
right, title and interest of Bodwell Granite KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
103-tf
Uonipany in and to the premises therein de
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
TO LET—In Thomaston, five-room flat, all LAND COAL COMPANY.
scribed be sold with the rest of the property
92-tf
of the company under the terms of a decree of modern ; also smaller rent of six rooms. Call
FOR SALE—New Guaranteed Cord tires,
after
5.38. 19 GREEN ST., Thomaston.
this Court dated July 30. 1928.
39x3*4;. $4 98; 29x4.40. $6.49. PACKAltD
101-tf
It is Further Decreed that tlie auction sale
STORE. 56 01.1 County Road.
89-tf
of all real and personal property of Bodwell
TO LET—Rooms furnished or unfurnished,
Granite Company as decreed by this Court single or for light housekeeping; modern
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
under date of July 30. 1928. lie postponed from improvements.
Also garage.
A. SMITH. for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE, War
Sept. 14. 1928. to Oct. 18, 1928. the terms and Tel. 1084.__________________________ 97 tf
ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
89*112
conditions of said sale to remain unchanged,
FOR SALE— Several articles of used fur
TO LET—Three room furnished apt., witli
'save that the last publication of legal notice of
Just the kind for your cottage or
said sale to be at least seven (71 days before toilet, piazza, shed and cellar: elec. lights, gas, niture
camp. TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
said eighteenth day of October 1928 ; that W. hot water. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
77-tf
101-tf
D. Hutchins, the Master appointed by this
Court under the terms of said decree, be, and
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms
he hereby is, authorized, witli the approval of and hath, at 21 MIDDLE ST. Tel. B R.
per cord, stove length $8. $1 less in Thomas
this Court, to sell all or any part of the real
ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C.
199-tf
and i or personal properties of the Company at
PACKARD. Warren. Me.
83-tf
TO
LET
—
Vnfprnished
apartment
at
14
Sum

private sale at any time before said eighteenth
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
day of October. 1928: that notice of these mer St. With or without garage. Apply on square
stern. Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
99*101 tf
changes in the manner and time of the sale THE PREMISES.
tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
be given by publication of this decree once a
TO LET—Eight-room furnished home ail sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
week for three successive weeks in The Cou 1S9 R.mklii St Inquire of MRS. J. A. JAM I.
82-tf
rier-Gazette. a newspaper published in the SON. Tel. 456-R.
97-tf
City of Rockland In said County of Knox, the
54 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location. modern improvements, hot water heat, three
last publication to he at least seven (7) days
88-tf car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
before said eighteenth day of October. 1928 ; API’L Y( I TLER-CDDK CO.
and that no further notice he published of tlie
station and small store. L. W. BENNER. 2
decree of this Court dated July 3**, 1928.
Lafayette Square.
92-tf
Miscellaneous
Dated Aug. 24. 1928.
FOR SALE—All kinds of Iiard wood. Highest
A. M SPEAR.
NURSERY
STOCK
—
Twenty
five
assorted
quality
at
an
attractive
price.
Order
now
for
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
perennials, 2 yr?, $1.25; 18 Siberian. German immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
is. al]
ami Japanese Iris, 2 yr., divl’s, $1 : 25 hardy 67-M RALPH P. CONANT. So. Hope.
92 tf
A true copy,—Attest:—
phlox, mixed. $1 ; 25 iiardv lilies. $3.75. We
MILTON M. GRIFFBN
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood : flttod soft
pay delivery. THE NAHUMKTSAG NUR
th
?
Clerk
wood
slabs
$8;
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARROLL,
delicious fish chowder was served. Griffin of Plastow. N. H., have been
SERIES. Gardiner, Me.
105*110
ROCKPORT
P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
NUIICt This Is is to notify all person?
Charles McIntosh of Rockland acting spending a few days at the Griffin cot
NOTICE Tills is to notify all persons that ______________________________________ 92-tf
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and as chef.
tiiat
I
will
pay
no
hills
contracted
by
my
wife
tage on Spear street.
my wife. Dora L. Colby, has left my bed and
Alice Holderness. after this date. CHARLES board without just cause ami that I will not
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
daughter Jane of Bangor were guests ' Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo P. Spear of
Newton Graffam of New York and HDLDERNESS, Rockland. Sept. 4 1928
be responsible for bills of her contracting St.. Rockport nt a bargain. Hot water heat,
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Waltham. Mass., were guest of Mr. Harold Graffam of Providence. R. I.
106*108 after
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
tills date.
WILLIAM
W.
COLBY
P. Wooster for the weekend.
92-tf
and Mrs. Edward H. Piper last week, motored here Saturday to visit rela
Spruce Head, Sept 1. 1928.
105*107 C, S GARDNER. Rockport, Me.
FOR SALE—Mill slabs. 4 foot long $6.50,
Mr. and Mrs. L. iW. Ames and if Mrs. Nellie Wilkins has returned tives. returning Monday.
AMBlfiTuS MEN—BOYS— If you want to
earn good wages and be Independent learn our Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1 ; also
daughters Mildred and Margaret ' from quite an extended visit with
'William Crockett is moving from
complete barber course from A to Z, tools in lumber. L. A, PACKARD, R F. D., Thomas
have returned from a few days visit j friends and relatives in Hope.
the J. Frank Morton house on Com
»2-tf
cluded. Fall class now forming, room for 19 ton.
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Shibles re mercial street to Mrs. Marv Thurs
more. Call or write Maine's largest, best
equipped
school.
VAT'tiHN'S
BARBER
Ames at Kimball Island.
turned Saturday to Portage after ton’s house on Spruce street.
SCHOOL, 74 Middle ,St.. Portland.
195*116
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps spending a few days in town.
Maurice Prince and son Merle and
HOT AIR FURNACES
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM ihnl Magnetic Healer.
will hold their first meeting after the
Mrs. Cacildia Cain and Mrs. Ernest Clifford It. Jordan of Mechanic Falls
Wood and Coal Burning
Readings by appointment. PHONE 305-W.
summer recess, Friday evening, Sept. Torrey have returned from Northport ’ were guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. II
REGULATION SIZE WITH
101*10‘

In Everybody’s Column

.. Dodge Br.other.5 ,
Announce the

NEW SENIOR

Summer Cottages and Board 'll?

SIX

Bigger - Finer - Faster

[

DYER’S GARAGE

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

7. A baked bean supper will be served ' where they have been occupying their Paul over the holiday. Mr. Jordaiyls
to members only in the banquet hall , cottage for two weeks.
, sub-master of the High School in
at 6.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson Mr. Mechanic Falls.
Warren and George Thorndike of and Mrs. Russell Johnson and son
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Magune and
Marblehead, Mass. w<Ve guests of Donald of Orland were guests of Mrs. family who have been spending
their aunt. Mrs. Ella Eaton. Sunday Arthur Bcr.-y Sunday.
month at Crescent Beach were guests
Herbert Berry and Clarence Rich of his mother, Mrs. Mellie Magune
a tthe Thorndike homestead on Sea
ards
who
have
been
on
yacht
Robastreet.
Saturday, returning Sunday to their
Mrs. B. P. Wooster who lias been dor during the summer arrived home home in Worcester, Mass.
quite ill at her home on High street last week.
is convaleseirtTr.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Shaw of Rock
CARTER-AULT
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker, land were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane, Mrs. | Benjamin P.'Wooster Sunday.
Miss Olga Ault of Cincinnati
Olive Walker, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pike^nd family daughter of Mrs. Charles Wolcott
Carroll, Mr .and Mrs. Frederick J of Norway were calling at Mrs. Nellie Henry, and Dr. Noland Carter of Cin
Richards and sons, Carroll and Gerald j Wilkins’ Friday.
cinnati and Charlottesville, Va., were
attended campmeeting in Washing- '
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tweedie of married Saturday noon in St. Thomas
Bangor, Mrs. Hager and Mis« Mildred Episcopal Church in Camden in the
ton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and , Hager, John Ross and son Webster presence of a large numheT of the
dhughter Lillian. Mrs. Lena Tomin-' of Melrose. Mass., Mrs. Clara Varney summer colony. Rev. Ralph H. flay
ski and daughters Arlene and Doris of Rochester. N. H. and Miss Eliza- den. rector of St. Thomas, who per
motored to Augusta Sunday.
| both Gram of Bristol were recent formed the ceremony, was assisted by
Mrs. Sarah Levensaler of Waldo-J guestse of Mrs. Emma Toney,
Rev. Frank Nelson of Cincinnati.
Carl Schmidlapps and a party of
boro, is the guest of
I to Augubta and spent Sunday and | guests flew from New York in a hy
Magune.
droplane to be present at the cere
Miss Hortense Bohndell returned ! Monday With friends.
Friday from Quincy, Mass., where she
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and mony. The entire choir of St. Luke’
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. son Paul returned Saturday to j Cathedral, Portland, came to provide
Frederick H. Sylvester for two weeks. Springvale after spending two weeks music.
E. J. Whidden of Ashland. Mass., with Mrs. Merrifield's parents. Mr.
The bridesmaids were Miss Shirley
has purchased of Z. L. Knight the J. and Mrs. B. II. Paul.
Manning of Albany, N. Y.: Miss Polly
Reports from the Houlton hospital Potter of New York, Miss Frances
Frank Morton house on Commercial
street.
, ,report Mrs. Edgar P. Shibb getting j Heckseher of New York and Mrs
Miss Marion Upham entertained ' along as well as can be expected.
Harold Payne of Cincinnati. The
The Club at her cottage. Builtover,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin of | groom was attended by hi.9 brother
jlysiiivr'5 I’uuil, Thursiluy vvvninjj,. Aplavviiiill, Mass.; Mr. anil Mis Flvjil, UvVert Carter,

NAME AND ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

$4.50 ptr 1000 Sheets
For Pound Siz»
Pottage 15 Cents Additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Poataga 10 Canta Additional
For each additional 1000 aheeta
ordered at aame time, add to the
price of first 1000. S4.00 and
cents postage for each 1000.

M

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Size
Pottage 10 Centa Additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3 50 and 10
cents postage (or each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

TRUCK COVERS — Waterproof, made to
measure, several grades xif duck. Prices are
riglit. Prompt service. KO('KL.LNI) AWNING
CD. Tel. 1072-M.
192*107
VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sale by manufac
lurer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
LETr, Harmony, Maine.,
102-117
BUY NOW AND SAVF $25 on new uotboard
motor. May be seen at Veazie’s Hardware
Store.
A. TIIURSTOX Tel. 1159.
95-tf
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
fresh after receipt of order. A two-bushel
bag sent parcel postage prepaid to anv part
of U. S. onlv $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILBROOK, Philbrook Faim,’ Shelburne, N. H.
91*tf
ALLEN’S TAXI SERVICE. Special Rates
to tlie fall Fairs. 7-passenger aedan. Tel. 6-12
TENANTS HARBOR.
101*196
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING, MASON
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
79-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
92 ft
FARMS. C0UN1 HY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
92-tf
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
Main Sts. (leaning, repairing and dyeing
Suits made to measure. Fur coats relined.
Tel. 738-1.
79-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mat)
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
79-tf
REFINISHING CABS. jby spray system, anj
color; storage. J. A. gigVKNS A SON, Mc
Loud St. T«l. 211-M QfTi-M.

92-tf

$80.00 up
Write for circulars. Special prices
on Stoves and Heaters

MAINE FURNACE COMPANY
Bangor, Mo.
97T115

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Talaphona 244-W

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here

And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

*E very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 4, 1928.

IN SOCIETY

BREWSTER-BLACK
Church

Universalist

Is

the

Scene of a Very Attractive

Wedding.
In addition to personal notea recording de
Mrs. Grace E. Gillis went yester
A very attractive wedding took
partures and arrivals, this department espe day to Woodland where she will teach
place Saturday afternoon at the
cially desires Information of social happen*
mgs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by commercial subjects in the High Universalist church when the mar
mail or telephone will he gladly received.
School.
riage of Joseph Lee Brewster of
TLLEPHONE ........................................... 770
Camden ahd Miss Doris Louise Black
Mrs. H. M. Galvin and daughter of this city was solemnized in the
^liss Doris E. Blake of South Port- Margaret who have been visiting Mrs. presence of relatives and1 intimate
Hand has returned to her home after W. H. Thomas, have returned to fricrids of the couple. Rev. C. A.
spending a few days with Miss Wakefield, Mass.
Knickerbocker officiating. The church
Wilma A. Carroll at Glencove.
decorations under the direction of
Mr. and Mrs. James J. O’Hara are
Mrs. Horace Lamb and lier assistants
W. O. Fuller who has been at spending the week in Boston, whither Mrs. Mary Overlock , Mrs. Emily
Knox Hospital for observation re they went to attend the marriage of Stevens, Miss Esther Stevenson and
turned home Sunday and accompan Mr. O’Hara’s sister.
Miss Margaret Know were particu
ied by Mrs. Fuller is now at “The
larly etTective, the autumn shades of
Harry Mealey of Washington. D. C. orange, gold, yellow and brown being
Crags” Tenant’s Harbor, enjoying a
is making a visit of several weeks at
rest.
carried out in gladioli and other
his former home in this city.
garden flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale who
Preceding the ceremony a brief
Miss Thelma Titus of New York,
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
musical program was given by James
R. L. Jones at The Highlands leave formerly of this city, is visiting Mrs. O’Hara at the organ and Miss Bertha
today for their home in Boxford, Lucia Miles at Lucia's feeaeh.
M. Luce, violinist, while Mrs. Dorothy
Mass., accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Bird George, contralto, a close friend
William
McLaughlin
and
family
of
Jonee? who will visit the Hales and
of the bride, sang in a most pleasing
Brewer
were
weekend
guests
of
Mr.
other Massachusetts relatives and
manner. Mr. O’Hara and Miss Luce
and Mrs. Albert Cables, North Main
ff/iends for several weeks.
played the Bridal Chorus from
street.
Lohengrin for the entry of the
Miss Gladys Hunter leaves today
wedding party and the Mendelssohn
William
Seavey
and
sister
Miss
for North Baldwin where she has
wedding march at the close of the
M&bel
Seavey
are
on
a
motor
trip
to
been re-engaged to teach.
service.
Cutler.
The head ushers were Marcus
Mrs. Nela Daggett Gilmore leaves
Chandler and Hugh Montgomery. as
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
will
re

today for her home in Lowell, Mass,
sisted hy Standish Perry and Eugene
accompanied by Miss Hilda Leven- sume its regular meetings Thursday Rich, all of Camden.
evening
of
this
week.
i saler who will be Mrs. Gilmore’s
The bride, very attractive in a
I guest for several days.
gown of white transparent velvet
Mr. and Mrs. William Seavey and
with tulle veil, caught with a Brus
Miss Bertha Sherrard of North Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables occupied sels lace coronet brought from
a
cottage
at
Pleasant
Point
a
few
[Sidney is the guest of Mrs. Carl CasEurope in 1923, was attended hy
days last week.
isens, Camden street.
Mrs. Harold Jameson of Providence,
as matron of honor, and hy Miss
Louis
Mills
of
Boston
was
a
week

Misses Ella Allison and Gertrude
Mary Wallace of Winchester, Mass.,
end
guest
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Flynn of Boston, were Labor Day
and Miss Mildred Kline of Phillips
Mrs.
Ambrose
Mills,
Limerock
street.
guests of Mrs. William Fifleld, Cedar
burg, N. J., as bridesmaids, and
street.
The Board of Managers of the little Mary Wotton as flower girl.
Mr. Brewster had as his groomsman
; Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Oxton, and Home for Aged Women will meet H. W. Fifleld.
Thursday
at
2.30
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
son Sidney were weekend guests of
The bride was given away hy her
F. W. Fuller, Talbot avenue.
/relatives in Warren.
brother, John Black, this part of the
The W.C.T.U) meets Friday after
Miss Elizabeth Hager goes to
'resque Isle, where she will be em- noon at 2.30 With Mrs. Hope Brewster
loyed as training teacher in the 43 Rankin street. There is to be
electioin of delegates to the State
ormal School at that place.
convention and other business.
Miss Caroline Jameson of Boston,
Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson, Mrs. C.
who recently returned from a trip
ibroad, spent the weekend with her A. Creighton and Mrs. E. C. Moran
(ister. Miss Elizabeth Jameson, and Jr., will be luncheon guests of Miss
Marbury at her Belgrade cottage on
frother, J. A. Jameson.
Nov. 5 with ex-Gov. Nellie Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fassett of Ross of Wyoming as honor guest.
Malden, Mass., were weekend guests Gov. Ross will deliver an address in
lof Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas and Portland Nov. 7. Miss Marbury is
National Democratic CommitteewoPother friend!? in this city.
man from New York State.
Mrs. Herbert C. Clark who suffered
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert T. Buker and
an ill turn last week at her home.
Rankin street, is improving slightly. son Edward and Mr. and Mrs. John
M. Richardson and son Gordon spent
George W. Hall and sister. Miss the weekend and holiday as guests of
Cora E. Hall, have returned from 10 Mrs. Bilker's i ither. Charles Galla
days’ motor trip through Canada, gher of Bangor at his Green Lake
earn p.
and Northern New York.
E. P. Jones and family and George
Wood and family occupied the C.
If Morse cottage at Crescent Beach
over the weekend and holiday.

Mrs. Elmer Carver and daughter
Marion of North Haven have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kel
sey at The Highlands enroute to
East Weymouth. Mass., where they
•will visit friends and relatives.
Mrs. Edna F. Wood of Brewer was
the weekend guest of the Misses
tRritt. Limerock street.

Opportunity Class will hold its
[regular meeting Thursday evening at
(he -home of Mrs. Young. Ingraham
ill. Members are requested to go
[prepared to tack a comforter.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller and
daughter Glenice, who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Greg
ory, Center street, returned to their
' home in Milton, Mass., yesterday.
They were accompanied as far as
Old Orchard by Mr. Gregory and his
family.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice R. Snow and
son Richard, accompanied hy Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Lufkin, attended
Washington camp-meeting Sunday
where Dr. Charles' O. Farnham of
Worcester, Mass., brother of Mrs.
Snow and Mrs. Lufkin was the prin
cipal speaker. Miss Pauline Tathanl
returned with her grandmother. Mrs.
Lufkin, to Roxmont Lodge.

Lewis H. Richardson of Worcester
lias joined his family at their camp
at Pleasant Beach.
•
Mrs. R. C. Wallace, son Stanley
and daughter Roberta of Morrisville,
Vt., who have been guests at John
Whalen's. Ash Point, have returned
to their home.
Mrs. Ellen Wellman and son Mau
rice of Warren with Mrs. Laura
P.lake and Mrs. Wilma Stanley of
Rockland were weekend guests of M
and Mrs. Bsten Blake in Augusta.

Mr. and Mrs. Ollie Daggett and
sons William and Malcolm in com
pany with Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Norton
returned last evening from a week
Luther Bickmore has returned to end and holiday trip to the White
IV land has returned to her home after Mountains.
• vacationing with his uncle Osgood
Mrs. Clara Guptill of Medford,
i Eugley, at North Nobleboro.
Mass., is the guest of her brother, I. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey Simmons, Rockland street for several
spent the weekend in North Haven weeks. She has visited :» number of
friends since her arrival and was re
the guest of relatives.
cently tendered a birthday party at
Mrs. B. E. Rowe who has been the Simmons home with a large
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lucius family group in attendance.
York, has returned to her home in
Swan’s Island.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Mr. and Mrs. Cheever Ames, sons
Maxwell and Bradford, and daughter
June were visitors yesterday In this
city, on their way home to Arling
ton, Mass., after several weeks at
their summer home at Swan’s Island.

Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Miss
Martha Wight have been spending a
.tew days at Crescent Beach, guests
of Mrs. C. F. Grimes.

WEN YOU SEES A SPLIT
IN

PE

CHU'CH, HITS

GiNAlLY WHAH DE DEBIL
DONE STUCK HE HAlP

THU”.

r-

Chester Merrill of Newtonville.
Mass., arrived Saturday to spedn the
weekend with his family which has
been summering in the city.

Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Morgan and
♦ Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ashton who
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Morgan at The Highlands
left this morning for their home in
Forrestville, Conn., accompanied by
Mrs. William P. Morgan and grand
daughter Vernet Dieter of Bristol,
Conn., who have been with Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan for sQwrul weeks,

dVapor;
Colds
inhaled
ckly clt

Placed on Sale at

$14.95
All new fall models

‘‘Great Values"
Your inspection solicited

Second Floor Dress Department

ENTLEMEN

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

PRfcfER BLONDES
U

THE ANITA LOOS MIRTHQUAKE
With a Perfect Cast Including Mrs. Jacques Martin
of the Original Production

j

PARK

ALL NEXT W EEK~(

THE MOST WIDELY DISCUSSED PLAY OF ALL
TIMES

“7th

Mr. Brewster, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Brewster of Camden, received
iiis early schooling in th6 public
schools of Camden, later attending
Phillips Exeter and Boston University,
lie is a member of the S. A. E.

PUBLIX THEATRE

HEAVEN”

WITH AN IMPORTANT BROADWAY CAST

TODAY

COLLEEN MOORE

Dance Wed. and Fri.—Lakewood Country Club—
“Ted” Zahn’s Dixie Five

“OH

KAY”
NEWS

COMEDY

fry
WEDNESDAY

“HEART TO HEART”
WITH

MARY ASTOR
Lloyd Hughes, Louise Fazenda

WE S

A BIk Time Comedy of a Small Town Romance

V

1

NOVELTY

THURSDAY

PARAMOUNT NEWS

VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURES

OLIVE BORDEN
IN

“VIRGIN

LIPS”

Thrills, Adventure. Romance

IRcsiflltsZ

THURSDAY

5 BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE ACTS 5

SENNA REVUE

Y

Singing, I Min ing IU vue—Six People

RS, startling! Performance that is new to
radio. Hear it and you’ll see. Simply amaz
ing results, thanks to a new radio discovery—

CONBOY & WALSH
Comedy Slnrrinit. Talklim. Impernnnatlons

“Neutrodyne-Plus”

TED & RAY JORDON
in Why Wilk. I Tin «m a Highway

Philco engineers have found a way to use Neutrodyne —
faro
Sw purity and tone — combining with it a PLUS— '

csjs-pmoer which gives amazing distance range, selectiv
wolume,-a

ity

COL. AL. FOX
The Nut From Brazil

combination new to radio!

Vol
' > i t \r
vV.VVU > Ity

Marvelously sharp tuning! No more “groping.” Stations come in clearly, sharply and
wiit.out interference. One dial control-simple!

T.y) .1

I in a Tour of Investigation

CYCLING BRUNETTES

TT fP Now you can get and fully enjoy out-of-town
Xu.*4*IlVV programs! You'll get many low-power stations
the average «et is not powerful enough to pick up.

HARRY LANGDON in "HEART TROUBLE”
FRANCIS BUSHMAN in “Say It With Sables"

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

C.oju.s'.te fuin.’.urt
fn.-.t-i in Louis .'i’.’l
pci i jd . vie.

An actual RE-production just as rendered before the

•A vJL.V microphone. Low notes and high notes flawlessly renroducr.l. Just hear and be convinced.

STRAND

Free Trial in Tour Home!
Om

PUBLIX THEATRE

new Phi lev tor ytm to try in your
/«««.' We’ll just plug it into your light socket
end lore* B- Tbas apentb? it yuursetf — see how “Neutro•Ijlfcxi'me'' gjvee
beUxr performance and greater plea
sure thau yoo’ve ever bad
radio before. If you’re not
ddftbted, we’ll taka tfac Piuko Wk an J 'hat ends the matJbak.Ho ohligation -t» charge for the trial. It’s free!

Y’Ok

deBrw

jam

Wmb

in
“THE MATING CALL”

ROBERT Z.
LEONARD

In Color

If satisfied - only a small down payment. The balance

Now. for tlie fv»e tuue. rad» » .1 rwtl flSton to
harmonize witli tiw CnroiOug,-. '•? roar uuue.
cf
five colors. Caa>c in
ant Laetu 1

io easy monthly payments you’ll never even miss!

Trade-In Allowance

And at a Price

f'icet

Philco in?trumrnt ft. tnul? nv«iri< «r

MUM PhUiO

V.'lwl t.<kY JTOU

C&mu

643 MAIN ST.

Come in see and hear the Philco, or send this coupon.
* Get the full details of our liberal offer. No obligation.

RADIO

With

JETTA
GOUDAL
NILS
ASTHER

ROCKLAND, ME.

send

TEL 661

—

G2NTLCMEN: Please send me without oblige Jon, descriptive
i l'.jxture on the Philco Electric Radio; also full details of your
L I fee Trial, Ltsy Payment and Trade-In Allowance Offer.

r

Ur -

MARION
DAVIES

w.

(

production

shook with
,nth*

i
North Haven—Emery Wooster
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
Camden—Mont Heald
Damariscotta—C. F. Leighton
Belfast—Donald S. Clark
Union—Gorden-Lovejoy

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Directed by

Easy Payments

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR

TODAY

WEDNESDAYTHURSDAY

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
Opening meeting of the Hospital
Campaign at Temple Hall Monday
night at 7.30. Flection returns re
ceived. All invited.
106-107
Two thousand rolls of 30 in. wide
wall paper at a saving of om - third to
one-half the regular price at Gonia’s.
10C-107
-adv.

Just Arrived—I ifty Dresses

| EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK |

Call - Look - Hear!
Copyright. 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate*

Dresses

LAKEWOOD PLAYERS—

"neuhodyoc plus"

Mrs. N. J. Cole returned Sunday
to her home in Brewer after spend
ing a few weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
H. G. Cole at The Bicknell.

I'Ll LLER- CoB15-1)AVIS

Tel Skowhegan 431. Mail Skowhegan. Each Evg at S Standard Timo
Five Miles North of Skowhegan

*your old, out-of-date set. Now you can own the latest and
,best in radio without taking a dead loss on your old set.
Come in—get our quotation. No obligation.

Manuel Bernard who has been
spending several weeks with friends
and relatives in the city is returning
to New York early this week.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A; Hoyt and sons
Eduar and Colson, and Mrs .Tibbetts
and sons Arthur and Herbert of East
Ljmn. Mass, and Richard Clark of
East Boston arrived Saturday to
spend the weekend and holiday with ■
Mr. .and Mrs. William II. Thomas.

fraternity. In business he is asso
PARK THEATRE ___
ciated with the Sun Life Assurance
Today will he your last opportun
Co. of Canada, having the Camden
territory, and meeting with marked ity to see Colleen Moore in “Oh Kay”
The feature picture for Wednesday
success in his work. His friendliness
of manner and fine qualities of char is “Heart to IHeart” with Mary As
tor and Lloyd Hughes.
acter have made him very popular.
Thursday will he vaudeville day.
The young couple are now on a
wedding trip whose destination has The big feature vaudeville acts will
be: Senna Revue, six people in sing
been kept a profound secret. On their
ing and dancing: Conboy and Walsh
return they will go to housekeeping
an act with plenty of fun and laugh
in Camden, at 107 Chestnut street,
ter; Ted <K Rae Jordon, “Why Walk,
where they will he at home to their
fun on a highway; Col. Al Fox, “The
friends after Kept. 15. The wedding
Nut From Brazil” on a tour of in
gifts were numerous and elaborate, vestigation; Cycling Brunettes, nov
consisting of silver, glassware, china,
elty bicycle. The feature picture
money, furniture, linen, etc.
will he Olive Bordon in “Virgin
Among the out of town guests Lips.”—adv.
were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wallace of
_____________
Winchester, Mass., Mrs. William
Kline of Phillipsburg, N. J., Mr. and
Opening meeting of the Hospital
Mrs. William T. White of New York, Campaign at Temple Hall Monday
and Miss G. Louise Ayers of New night at 7.30. Election returns re
ceived. All invited.
106-107
York.

Yes, we will make you a liberal trade-in allowance for

Earle Bickmore. who has been in
Swan’s Island the guest of his
grandparents and uncle, has returned
home.

Mrs. Arthur Titus of New York
who has been visiting her aunt Mrs.
Henry Pierce. Holmes street, has re
turned home.

service being particularly interesting
as tlie brother and sister have always
been unusually close in their affec
tion for each other.
Mrs. Jameson
wore a georgette and tulle gown in
shades of peach and brown, with
small brown velvet hat having a tulle
brim, figured crown and streamers.
The bridesmaids wore gowns in
shades of yellow and orange of geor
gette and tulle, with small matching
hats. The flower girl’s gown was tho
palest pink anti she carried yellow
flowers. The bride’s bouquet was a
shower of white roses and lilies of
the valley. The attendants carried
bouquets of blue delphinium and
gladioli in shades of peach and
yellow.
A reception followed at the bride’s
home on Talbot avenue, attended by
thfe younger friends of the couple.
Refreshments were served, and much
jol^iK- attended the getaway of the
newlyweds. The bride’s going-away
gown was a gray Golflex ensemble
with burgundy hat.
The bride, daughter of Mrs. Grace
Ayers Black and Alfred S. Black of
Boston, formerly of this city, gradu
ated from Rockland High School
in 1919, and from Wheaton College
in 1923. In Wheaton her four years
were marked hy brilliance in studies,
social events and athletics. She was
president of the Dramatic Associa
tion in her senior year, class presi
dent in her sophomore year, played
Varsity hockey, and was prominent
in basketball, tennis, swimming and
►other, sports. In 1923 she made an
extended European trip. She has
been instructor in English four and
one-half years at the Rockland High
School where her work has been of
consistent excellence and where she
has won enviable popularity with her
pupils. Her charm of manner and
sweet and democratic spirit have
made her a general favorite wherever
she has been.

Page Seven
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FRIDAY-SATURDAY—“EXCESS

BAGGAGE"

with

WILLIAM

HAINES and LILA LEE in "A BIT OF HEAVEN"

i

Every-OtKer-Day
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Page Eight

He took up his studies at the attention. The constable later be- J
James B. Web came high sheriff of Knox County,
ster of Belfast, who had been super and served several terms very eftlci- 1
intendent of schools when he taught ently but when legal complications
(Continued From Page One)
4 there. Gen. Webster recommended arose he never failed to consult the
1 that the young man enter the office lawyer who had so quickly solved his
i) h, •« me the a task for which Mr. Montgomery re- I
revelation that he wa
first problem.
li ir nsso- ceivt-d due credit. At the beginning of A. G. Jewett who had practiced
honored president of
iWhile still a teacher Mr. Mont- !
law in Maine and Georgia and who
elation, and given t >
unusual • i f his second term all of the pupils
had been \minister to 'Peru, besides gomery undertook no court practice.
success in the field of law.
were attending the * regular High
But he made such progress with his
residing three years in Baris.
His education was begun in "a little School.
legal work that four years after he.
red sch iolhouse.” today turned to a
Boyish propensity for snowballing ' "1 have never forgotten my intro- had hung out his shingle he found
drab white and no children inside shaped the destiny which tcok Mr. duction to him." said Mr. Montgom- himself engaged as counsel for the de
learning the rudiments of an intel- I Montgomery to Camden, and he de- ery. "Gen. Webster accompanied me. fense in the most mysterious murder
said:
lectual following.
The studies of scribes the incident in this manner:
trial the county had ever experienced.
"I bring to y< u. Mr. Montgomery, This as the reader has already sur
that i>eriod were reading, spelling,
"My term of school in the Waldo
•l
teacher of rank. He desires to mised was the famous Hart-Meservey
arithmetic and grammar, funda Avenue District Belfast closed the
mentals, to be sure, hut "eye-openers i
case which has already been treated
t ) the mysteries of the world." as
in this article.
Mr. Montgomery expresses it. He
It made Mr. Montgomery famous in
had been taught his letters at home.
Maine legal annals .and it «lso made
ttoyh iod on a farm and in a small
him the target for bitter attacks by
community was not the dull experi
those who had suffered defeat in the
ence that many persons of today
trial.
might visualize. The automobile and
"I could never account for this
the jazz era were undreamed of. hut
rancor.” Mr. Montgomery told the
the day’s work was almost a pastime,
writer a few days ago, "except that
and the hoy learned the ways of
the man who inspired it had the fatal
mankind, of dumb animals, vegeta
fault of being a true wit. This man
tion, of natural living and it was
was A. R. Dunton, a venerable pro
all healthful and fine discipline.
fessor in penmanship, a skilled slight
In seh< ol there were competitive
of hand performer. He made mis
events which aroused intense interest '
takes in the trial as a handwriting ex
on the part of the pupils. Job had |
pert, and this rankled with him. In
nearly all of the prizes offered by
attempting to defend his position he
the teacher for excellence in studies, :
sought to throw discredit upon others
but felt little cheer when one was < A Visit to the Montgomery Farm. Penobscot. Maine. 1904. When the
who had participated in the trialoffered for the most orderly pupil, j Family Were Gone. Dedicated to the Author's Brother. C. O. Montgomery.
judge. prosecutors and defense, I be
His disposition was wont to he a bit I
ing the butt. He published a book
Ami memories filled all the spaces.
I’v been down to the farm. Charles,
unruly, but spurred on by the interest
about it and began proceedings for a
Stretching far o'er the bills ami the ways.
When our eyes first saw the light.
which his mother had manifested he
new trial, and the tragical manner
Ami October was then the October
The home of our elfddhood and boyhood.
conformed to the conditions and won
Of my boyhood uud happiest days.
Where our days began their Right.
in which that culminated you have
The creatures tramped home to the housing,
that prize also. He has it • 11—a hook ! With me they are flfti-three years,
seen.
I iteilng each the low plaint I had known,
To you they are seven less,
entitled "I Will Ik* a Gentleman,”
I trudged to my duties among them,
Not much in llie great eternity ;
inscribed by the teacher. Joseph M.
l: Hi ling hopes upon hopes that have flown.
Ai d yet we must coi fess
‘Hart’s object in entering the house
The family was full and the members
Thai if life lias a beginning.
Hutchinson, and the winning of it
Came and went. etch happy in thought.
And a close to the tilings of earth.
was not murder. The killing was an
was an inspiration.
The older, their ho|»es on the younger.
The years tli.it are fondly cherished.
accident. Hart might have pleaded
*1 recall a boyhood incident which
The \ounger with plans to be wrought.
Are those of childish ndrth.
giifity to manslaughter and taken
shows the independence and fortitudIt was the earlv days of October,
Imprisonment. If Mrs. Hart had aided
which characterized the farm lid of
The farms Cross the valley abounded.
The fields were in the brown.
in concealing the crime by writing
Since deserted and grown over with wood.
those days," said Mr. Montgom . v.
The sun was bright, the air was light.
The girls and the boys on them passing
or otherwise she would be guilty as
And the h aves w i .* trembling down,
"A ct It on the farm had Ait its leg.
uito
men
ai.d
fond
womanhood.
O'»r all the hills was the autumn.
an accessory after the fact and also
Inflammation had set in. and a lotion
Life moved to the voice of the siren.
The vales by its silence wooed.
sentenced to prison. It was thought
Luring all to the world’s ampler sway.
was necessary. The only available
I walked by the brook, I stood by the spring:
best for her protection to defend
remedy was rum. and I. a lad of 10
1 traversed the fields, the glades, the deep Am, they s attend, beguiled by the calling,
t»r
feil
out.
like
our
own.
by
the
way.
Hart, as the evidence against him
wood.
was sent three miles away, with a
It
imnses
grew
fainter
ami
fainter
I gated on each object.
was circumstantial. Hart was con
To memories flitting widely ami free.
few pennies to procure it. Till was
Not one lost to view.
At last, coming back as a whlsner.
victed. but Mrs. Hart was r.ever sus
a few’ years after the passage of the
Thought the thoughts that In boyhood.
"There remains only you and me."
pected.”
Made the days long and few.
first prohibitory law. which, how
In 54 years of practice it naturally
ever, had not gone into actual effect.
I cannot say that I sorrowed
Strange cattle browsed on the hill-side.
follows that an attorney of Mr.
Fi r that might seem unmanly and weak.
Other neighborhood hoy- of my ago
Or chewed their cuds under Ice lee :
It is nature that produces and reduces
Montgomery’s distinction has been
Strange fowl fluttered shy in the ham-yard
went with me. We got the ‘nadicin
It Is Cod that fives, e'en to the meek.
Or | lumed themselves under the tree;
counsel in many important cases.
and carried it hack home without
The right to the spirit immortal.
Strange voices answered niy questions :
There was, for instance, the Great
a drop lost, and only a pine stopper
Ami tiie mind to fathom His will.
Strange faces appeared at the door:
And the hope that however we wander
Ponds case.
And the echoes awoke by my calling
in the bottle. What would happen
We siiail find there'll be with us still
Seemed strange in the tones that they bore.
Ponds above 10 acres are the prop
to a boy on such an errand now .’
The spirit of those, our dear kindred.
Neither parent, nor any dear kindred,
erty qf the State. Their outlet may
He would be gi.riv of ' iJle : il trans
Who have borne us am, we seem to know
In figure or speech, known so dear.
be owned by individuals, and the nat
Are there, by the nooks, so familiar
Was there, and alone, only memories
portation of liquor," and jailed, dis
The farm and the home long ago.
•
To meet me, to greet uie or cheer.
ural flow of water from them may be
graced and humiliated. But the colt
used as power by owners of water
was cured.”
• • • »
1 last of March, 1S74. and I was looking study law, and I have recommended falls along the streams flowing from
them, and all the waters about them
Locking backward on reflects up -n around for a place to begin the prac y ur office to him.
the starting points of life’ journey tice of law and one morning I went to
"Mr. Jewet: glanced at me. and said may be used by individuals around
aid their significance. Mr. Mont the school by a street unusual. It had ’Yes sir.’ and nothing more. After a them and along the streams flowing
gomery recalls his schooldays at snowed during the night and the boys pause Gen. Webster remarked. I from them. The State charters com
l ast Maine Conference Seminary, < f the school were holding high can.! thought a little curtly, or impatiently. panies to use the waters of such
which he began attending w hen he val. An old man apparently a coun ‘I think Mr. Jewett he will make a ponds to supply vicinities with water.
was 15. It wsu a Methodist insetu- tryman stopped to inquire the way ood student, and a good companion.’ The Camden & Rockland Water Co.
ti »n. being one of the first co-ed to the ho us
where his daughter Another glance and Mr. Jewett said: is such an institution. Mirror Lak»*—
schools, where girls as wc'l as b • s was staying. A bay put a snowball Well. I think the young man can find or as it was originally named Oyster
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
sought the higher education. It was in his pocket. He took it out. and opportunity for study in my office. River Pond—was the source of sup
OF
ply
by
the
company.
In
damming
it
chartered by the State in 1x50 and while doing so another boy put one in I do not need a companion.’ The re
within the next decade was running his other pocket. While h»' was re- mark seemed to feaze Gen. Webster, at the outlet Its flow was shut off
MAINE
RAILROADS
from its outlet stream. Oyster River.
guccessfully. It had a four y-.irs moving that < ne another boy put a an(j
started to retire,
WILLIAM T. COBB. Chairman
• • • •
course. One could enter, g-Tout, re- i snowball down his coat collar. He ..j remained, perhaps in admiration
turn, and continue the . im a< - .n- ; b< < .me exasperated, threw the ballsfor the
sternness of
the man. It
Gilman B. Ingraham’s farm em
venient, and graduate wii-n the r< - at th» b«-ys. swore ami ia\«d. He n>;,yhave given him a vision of some braced that stream. In dry seasons
quired studies were oomph 'I. Th» was tripped or fell, and snow was', similar quality of me, and he said: after the company had dammed it
terms were three yearly, fall. wint'-v railed up to him. enclosing him so •WP.cn do you wish to begin sir?’ I at the outlet of the pond, the stfeam
and spring, 12 weeks i u h. Mr. 1 that only his head and feet protruded. 1 answered. ‘Mv school closed yester through his farm, especially his past
Montgomery took two spri ig terms, I "1 came upon the scene at that day, I can come in Monday morning.’ ure. went dry and deprived him of
attending the town district school . juncture. The boys scattered, but ‘Very well. I will leave a key to this convenient water supply for his stock
between times. At the age of 16 he were called back, releasing the old office over the door. You may come of cattle and other domestic uses.
began teaching in the district schools, m in. We brushed the snow from earlier than I.’
Mr. Montgomery began for him an
first in the town of Verona. Hancock him. hut it did not calm him. He
"That closed the audience. I was action against the water company in
County, a mixed school ranging from cursed and swore, and when he there early Monday morning and re 1SM5. The questions involved were
six to 20 years in age of scholars who ' learned that I was the teacher he mained a year, making his office his rights in the natural flow of water
were farmers, fishermen, sailors and , vented his wrath on me. I asked him my headquarters, teaching as usual. In the pond by the Oyster River
carpenters. The schoolhouse was I what I should do, and he prescribed
mpanion as well as student, and stream, and the power of the water
burned during the previous term, and a flogging for them all. I acquiesced, thereafter Interesting him as far as company over it by its charter.
MO
YCS
onrrDiTMvxaiu QUEollON
oiiFCTimi
as the district had plenty < f funds; and invited him to the school mom
REFERENDUM
< singular sternness would admit, Water companies then were a new af
he was kept at wort< 16 weeks. The j to participate in it. He started for
valued it. He was robust, busy fair. The litigation created was new.
new schoolhouse was intact at the the school room with me very reso- irming, and in the courts. I was The case was well fought. Charles
Shall an Act Entitled “An Act Relating
to the Excise Tax on Railroads**
close of the term, the scholars about j lately. I had evidently started more ailed. Young Jewett.’
E. Littlefield had the side of the water
Become a Law?
f.O in number, were well behaved and than was wise to undertake, and to
company. After several hearings, a
he registered as a successful teacher, j prepare him for it. remarked that
jury
heard
the
case
and
gave
Ingra

"His practice embraced special
•uld flog them but it would be a
Mr. Montgomery taught nine terms
ham damages. That ruled all other
of district schools—Verona. Penob- | battle in which his services would be cases, and lacked the detail that the claims on the river, and was widely
beginner
in
law
required.
Judge
scot. Bluehill. Brooksville, Monlville, required. That settled it. He had
The Committees
two successive Legislatures,
appreciated.
and Belfast. While teaching in Bel seen the boys and went off threaten bugler's office offered better advan
The next water case of importance
tages
and
at
his
solicitation
I
com

exhaustive
study,
of
new
Two
fast h<‘ was admitted to the Waldo ing trouble otherwise."
pleted my studies there, being ad involved the right of mill owners
Bar. Finishing a term of 16 weeks in j
» • • ♦
of lands about the outlet of Great
new tax measure
tin- w ildo avenue district h< reoeii• d Mr. Montgomery returned to the mitted to the bar in the January Ponds, to excavate the outlet and
a call from Camden to take its High school room determined not to lie un term of 1874 My examination was somewhat to drain the ponds. The
School, then closed, the teacher un duly severe, for he reasoned that had before Gov. Crosley Nehemiah Abbott mill owners on Megunticook stream,
counsel for defense in nearly 6006 sentative to Congress., and did make than they are by men. This has whlch he may have played In their
able to control it. The school was he been a pupil instead of a teacher and Judge Taylor.”
Mr. Montgomery opened his law of running from Canaan. Megunticook cases.
meant the necessity of dress reform. origin and fulfillment.
a contest for the latter nomination.
without a regular course ol studies, he, too. would have mixed into the
and Norton Ponds, the sources of
fice
Dec.
9.
1874.
while
teaching
his
Early in life, so far back that he
Mr. Montgomery has the remark
While in (Legislature he Was cari YMoman has had to assume more lib
the
students
pursuing
selected fun. But the incident was not closed.
that stream, for increase of water
second
term
of
Camden
High
School.
erty. youth apprehends more readily cannot recall the exact date, Mr.
studies. Mr. Montgomery was young Arriving at his boarding house for the
during dry seasons, excavated the able distinction of never having catured by the Lewiston Journal as
The
ulfict
was
located
in
th
*
building
than age, and adapts itself to con Montgomery was elected vice presi
when admitted to the bar, and as noonday
outlet of those ponds, and attempted missed a term of Knox County seated on the dome of the State
meal
Mr.
Montgomery
dent of the Knox County liar Asso
there was no promising lo< ation for found the old man there, for the land now occupied by A. H. Parsons, to run the water off for mill pur Supreme Court, and even in his later House in a listening attitude. "Prob ditions.”
plumber,
hut
the
new
attorney
had
Mr. Montgomery looks for a union ciation, and It followed naturally that
the practice of law he concluded to lady proved to be b»s daughter, ami
poses. The farmers and cottagers years he is almost invariably present ably I beard nothing reassuring,”
been
there
hut
a
few
months
when
at the opening of court. He seldom says Mr. Montgomery, recalling the of religious denominations. "Spiritu- he should be elevated to the presiaccept this Camden offer, ano in April he was given a very uncomfortable
Thaddeus R. Simonton, the town's ibout the shores found that it misses a term in Waldo County, incident. Another caricature repre al life has to be taught and studied," | dency upon the deuth of David N.
1X74 entered upon his new duties. He
worked to their disadvantage.
reception.
niy
other
Itorney.
moved
to
other
besides attending many other courts. sented him loaded down with activi said he. "Science cannot do it. The Mortland.
opened a law office in December of the
Mr. Montgomery petitioned the
Returning to the schoolhouse Mr.
He is a member of Amity Lodge F.
Mr. Montgomery’s law office was ties. He has both of them framed church will survive. Responsibility
first year, and for the balance of two Montgomery allowed the situation to juartersand Mr. Montgomery prompt court for an injunction to restrain
ly
took
advantage
of
the
more
cen

leads us to the altar for strength, j & A.M.. Keystone Chapter, R.A.M.,
destroyed in the memorable confla in his home.
years officiated in the dual role of at become known among his pupils and
the
mill
owners.
It
was
a
new
ques

tral location.
gration of 1892, and among the losses
Mr. Montgomery succeeded in land There we pray, and prayer strength- and a life member of Rockland Lodge,
torney and High School principal. found them highly sympathetic,
luring his incumbency of the Par tion. W. H. Fogler, later Judge of which he sustained on that occasion ing the fish hatchery for Camden and ens us. All my life I have studied th.
Soon afterward he was elected a di j "What can we do?" asked one of
the Supreme Court, and C. E. Little
son's
building
there
occurred
an
in

none filled him with greater regret was ever on the watch for his con Bible. I began it at my grandmoth
rector of schools and assigned to the
cident which early established Mr. field appeared for the mill owners. than'the destruction of the files of stituents. He opposed the primary er’s knee. I read it to her and she
duty of grading and providing courses the boys.
in life Mr. Montgopfery con' "Go ask the man’s pardon, and tell M -ntgomery’s fame as a shrewd That was in 1887. The case went The Courier-Gazette, Camden Herald law. and helped stave it off one o me. I have found the way of life
of study for those which comprised
the idea that expression was
to
Law
Court
and
injunction
was
him
what
a
successful
school
you
lawyer.
and philosophy of life in the Bible
and Rockland Opinion which he had session.
Ihe Camden School District. His
Lation of success, and studied
Strict enforcement of tie liquor granted, and the ponds, now lakes, been carefully preserving from 1875
In later years Mr. Montgomery It is the only history that represents to perfect it. He gained his inspirawork laid tlie foundation lor then have had," replied the teacher.
retained
their
waters
and
their
I
"All
of
us?"
askedthe
boy.
law was being insisted upon by some
to 1892. Mr. Montgomery also had drifted from Democratic moorings to individuals and life perfectly.
subsequent efficiency.
,
,
tion from A. G. Jewett, with whom he
"Yes." said Mr. Montgomery, "and »f the prominein men and women in beauty.
a large bookcase filled with town enlist under the Republican standard.
••x, t so many road the Bible nowaHtU(,ip(1 ,flw Ex|1,.esglon Ied hlm
community. A storekeeper on the
histories, many of which had been
“Would you advise the young man Jays. Our education of today is naturally into the paths of poetry,
The lack of a gl ided system had T will declare a recess until you re- tl <‘arf
not far from Mr. Montgomery’s
The ease became a precedent sent to him upon receipt of a copy of today to study law?” Mr. Mont transmitted, l'.oys and girls of this and in 1914 his verses “The Spirit’s
made the public school'; not wholly •turn
p result of Ihe incident was that office managed to ship in fre is cited as a form for procedure in of the address which he delivered gomery was asked.
generation understand ihe steam en I Wtork" was published. The book at-,
desirable, anil a system • . private
schools had sprung up. lie,-. Mr. At- i the old man was appeased, the fam- quent supplies from across the equity practice and to govern such at the centennial celebration of the
"Yes, if he has an adaptation for gine better titan I did the wheelbar tracted widespread attention, and was’
The temperance committee questions. In 1907 when the mill town of Penobscot in 1887.
I studied philosophy but I I reviewed at length by The Courierwell. the Episcopal r.'Ctor i onduet. d ily was made happy, and instead of ine.
it," was the unhesitating reply. "It row.
owners on the stream out of the
a school which partly answered the, being banned the teacher's praise- learned through some source that
In Knox and Lincoln Counties is a valuable profession because it is failed to understand the steam fn- Oasette shortly after it appeared.
purpose of a High School in the old were sung. The old man was John luantity of the contraband was Rangeley Lakes sought the Legisla there is now living no other attorney interwoven with so many others. Onej dtine.”
Mr. Montgomery has followed with
« • • «
ture for permission to excavate the who was in practice when Mr. Mont cannot be a good lawyer unless he yr
Carleton house on the Elm street i Whitmore of Camden, and upon re stored in his building, and caused
much interest and pride the career of
road to Rockport. This w.
aban- i turning hohie he recommended Mr search warrant to be issued. The outlet of those lakes for a similar gomery began. The late John P. a theologian. He must have an un
While Mr. Montgomery's life, ofc Edna St. Vincent Millay, and recalls
doned when the town's High Seho d Montgomery so strongly to the direc- • oihling overhung the wharf and at right, the case of Fernald et .ils in Swasey, who served in Congress, was derstanding of anatomy and science; the major portion of it has been de- that when she wrote her first poem
had been placed on an efficient basis, tors of the High School that his duck tide the boats would come up equity vs. Knox Woolen Co.. 82 Me. 48 a contemporary.
in fact they used to require a erftain voted to a profession he has been ' "A Pay on the Hill’’ he answered it
H neath it and receive their supply was cited and stayed the attempt.
____ ! record w:»s investigated and he wa
amount of scientific study before the essentially a business man. and the in verse.
In 1888 Mr. Montgomery was one
I promptly i-mployed to finish out the i cuttle in the floor furnishing the
•andidate coy’d be admitted to the bar. term of today—captain of Industry—
Mr. Montgomery wears his years
i spring term. The late Judge William neans of getting the liquor from the of the counsel in the famous Gardne
One of the best lawyers in the The usefulness of a lawyer in any may tie fairly .applied to him. In 1881 lightly—a follower of the old school
H. Fogler, with whom he had been ;hop t » the boats. The keeper became divorce suit which Camden citizen? State at that time was A. P. Gould community cannot be too strongly he organized the Knowlton Bros, as respects dignity and courtesy, yet
studying law, said: ‘‘There i» the wise to the fact that a warrant had so well remember, and went abroad of Thomaston—a fine scholar and a emphasized.
foundry and machine business, which closely In touch with the modern
place for you to go. Montgomery, if been sw( rn out against him. and while to oppose the taking of certain depo brilliant attorney. A. S. Rice, O. G.
v.as one of Camden’s most noted in spirit and proud that a clearness of
"Our
government
is
based
on
the
His
trip to France re Hall and D. -N. Mortland were lead idea, established by Christ when he dustries prior to its discontinuance vision makes him a partaker of it.
j you won’t stay here and practice law VV. /. Irish, the new town constable, sitions.
was pounding vainly at the locked sulted successfully for his client ing members of the Bar. Charles E.
with me.’’
sent his disciples out. Our flag took about a year ago. In 1887 be was Looking back over the long road
loor. the go ds which the temperance Mr. Gardner.
• • # ♦
Littlefield came on the scene later.
the place of the cross as an emblem president of the Camden Wuoien Mil! ‘ which he has traveled the multiplicity
The division of the town of Cam
j Fifty-four years ago the principal forces sought were being swiftly
There were no established fees in our politics took the place of the and for several years was its business of events is almost confusing so di-*
den was another case which drew those days, according to Mr. Mont churches. Our science of govern manager, in 1892 he organized the versified has been the way; yet
of a High School in a small town spirited from the scene.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
attention to Mr. Montgomery's un gomery.
Attorneys practiced law ment was political and designated Mt. Battle Manufacturing Co. (now i meditation clarifies the scenes, and the
had to be a dominant character or
Camden was more for the love of it and gauged politics; consequently our Constitu the Maine Woolen Co.) in which he picture which he paints today is far
There was a council of war on*the usual legal talent.
his reign was brief. Mr. Montgom
ery's predecessor had been dismissed part of the raiding forces. The new composed of the villages of Camden their fees by their success with cases. tion is just as divine as any part of still has an interest. Three years from that of an embittered or disap
•instable was not quite certain of the and Rockport, with outlying dis The fee In divorce cases was $25 as the Bible, especially the Christian previously he had organized the Me pointed pessimist. His reflections are
because he was unable to’hand’e th
lowers that a criminal warrant gav tricts, all composing a large town compared with twice that charge at part of the Constitution.”
gunticook Wloolen Co. (now the Sea- comforting and the future still holds
I school.
The Camden High School building lim, and the counsel for the temper- with various industries and interests the present time. Mr. Montgomery's
The disintegration of party lines is bright Woven Felt Co.) for which he for him the hope and ambition which
•at that time was one of the best in ince committee was likewise in The balance of power lay with* Rock best fee was expressed in five figures. seen by Mr. Montgomery with the acted as counsel. In 1891 he organ have been his guiding stars
loubt. So law waited and the evi port. It was a handicap Ko the
His political office w?.’ "mayor” of advent of women. He foresees the ized the Camden Lumber Co., and
the State, occupying the site of th
Quality ICE CREAM
requirements of Camden.
In 1891 Camden. He served as a member of election of Herbert Hoover to the was its president and treasurer until I
I present graded school on Elm street dence was rapidly disappearing.
Returning to his office at noon Mr. Camden applied to the "Legislature the school board and in that capacity Presidency of the United States, and it went out of business.
It was a practice to send unruly boy
It was opposed by graded the schools of Camden. In bases that opinion very largely on
Another industry which hast loomed j
elsewhere, some to Norridgewock Montgomery found the perplexed for division.
unstable awaiting him. Mr. Irish Rockport. Mr. Montgomery repre Greenback times he was a candidate two grounds—one that the Demo conspicuously on Camden's business ;
All flavors in whatever
where there was a principal who ha<
sented
division.
Orville
D.
Baker
m.ide
known
his
dilemma
and
asked
for county attorney on the straight cratic party is a victim of internal horizon is the Grdway Plaster Co., of j
shapes you prefer. Brick
a reputation for straightening tihem
and Herbert M. Heath of Augusta Democratic ticket, but John O. dissension;
the other that the which he is still president. In 1891
I out
These lads eventually cam what could he done about it
or bulk. Fancy shapes
“Use a crow-bar!" Mr. Montgomery opposed.
The
contest
continued
Robinson, Greenback candidate, was religi us issue cannot he evaded.
Mr. Montgomery organized the Me- '
for parties, holidays,
I back to the Camden school, and Mr
mid.
before the Legislature seven weeks, elected.
"What do you think of modern gunticook National Bank, which was
Montgomery experienced no trouble
birthdays. Or just a
"You will hack me?" asked the con and division won. It was a memor
Mr. Montgomery represented the dress customs?”
Mr. Montgomery subsequently liquidated. In 1908 he
with them. When he began teaching
crisp cone heaped and
able contest.
stable.
Camden, Appleton and Hope class in was asked.
organized the Camden 'Water Power You’ll avoid
disappointment by
dd disappointment
by using!
using ’
i there the pupils numbered 45 and
heaped. It is made by
"Certainly.”
Mr. Montgomery’s first important the Maine Legislature in 1907 and
‘T think they are progressive.” was Co., the reservoir of the Megunticook household medicine that is standard in tha
the ,
there were onlj’ four boys amon
Simmons & Hammond
The door was forced open just in case gave him standing as an attor 1909, 'Republican votes helping to the prompt response. "Women had stream, which is still in control of the J'ome8ot thousands
iiousands
families.
Yourdeaof
Your
deathem. The register was destroyed in ime for the officers to seize the last ney. while the Camden division case
Mfg. Company.
e
old
railable
“
L.
I
."
Atwood
’s
give him large majorities. He was to adopt them. When I went to will, r power of the three lakes.
! '""“t The 50o
the big fire. Mr. Montgomery he
,•
,,
,
, , ' Medicine. The
60o bottle contains
contain! 60 doses,
0-gallon keg as it was about to be established him a manager and strat secretary of the important judiciary Camden there were but two women
lamdens prosperity and Camden s , trial aiza ISo.
It's
a valuable
valuable prescription
teaching qt $85 a month and his sal
5e.
It
’
s
a
prescription
owered into the boat.
egist. After that he never lacked a committee
at both sessions, and employed in public places —one in fame have depended very largely I .v.
for D.vu...h
stomach and bowel troubles; purifies,
ary was raised to $125.
THERE’S AN S Cd#
The committee was delighted with large and prosperous clientele.
during his-second term was the only Knox Woolen Mill and the other in up »n the institutions above named invigorates. Gain health with “
"L.F.
L. F,’”’
I
The exact year that he bega
the
success
of
the
raid
and
the
new
His
docket
shows
about
3000
suits
Democratic
member
on
It.
He
was
Lewis book store. Today business and Mr. Montgomery views with con
DEALER NEARBY
studying law Mr. Montgomery cannot lawyer sprang suddenly into public brought, while he lias appeared as
F. Medicine Co., Portland,
]
urged to run for governor and repre interests are run more by women tentment the part, however, humble,
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suggc-tion of Gen.

ji Shouldn't the Railroads ofMa ine be permitted j
\ to Share in the reduction of Taxes as J
_ voted bq the last Legislature
SB1

The Railroads—the Excise Tax
—and You!

To keep in step with the times, Maine railroads must give
you improved service and facilities—better roadbeds, more
powerful locomotives, more comfortable seats and all-steel
trains. To give such service at reasonable cost, Maine
railroads need relief from the old oppressive excise tax law,
for such improvements can come only from profits or the
expectation of profits. The old tax law has made reasonable
profits impossible. During the last seven years, this law took
over $13,000,000 from the railroads in excise taxes, while
dividends on Maine roads have been largely suspended.

Fair play and wise public policy demands a revision of this
ancient law. Such a revision the Legislature has granted,
feeling that its action would help promote the agricultural
and industrial development of the State. On September 10th
we are confident you will support the action of your chosen
representatives by a YES vote.

yes
^feptlO

X

on Taxation in
after long and
voted unanimously in favor the
law.
successive
Legislatures passed the
by overwhelming votes.
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get this Remedy!
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